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of the meaning of the

Eisen-

hower-Dulles doctrine which the Presto Congress lan. 5.
They don't want to play the game of

ident oudined

Standard Oil. They don't want the
U.S. military to police the Middle East
or any other pa.rt of the globe.
On the eve of the elections, Presi-

dent Eisenhower, in his nation-wide
television address, pledged to the country that there would be no involvement of American troops in the Middle

East. Two months and two

weeks

later, after an elaborate press build-up,

he asks Congress for authority to employ the armed forces of the United
States as

he "deems

necessary"

in

a

vaguely defined "Middle East."
What reasons are offered to justify
this demand for a "blank check," for

lunuary 4'
Rc-entered as sccond class n?atterpo-liift,.l'L

corrcspondence should be

A lhreat to

Peace.

By National Committee, CPUSA
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what is virtually an undated

declara-

tion of warl The answer once

again

is the myth of Soviet aggression.
. .,But who was the aggressor in Egyptl

The Soviet Unionl Of course- notl
The armies of Britain, France and
r957<d,
-'Jhis.

statement was issued

on January 13,

Israel invaded Egypt. This invasion
was stopped by the great colonial liberation movement symbolized in the

Bandung Conference, by the protests
of the British labor movement,-by the

all-out support of the Soviet Union and
China to the victims of this aggression,
!y the pressure of world opinion
focussed in the UN and by the-effect
of the common stand on ihe parr of
the American and Soviet Governments
for an end to the hostilities.

We are told that the

Eisenhower-

Dulles doctrine is necessary to fill the
"vacuum" in the Arab countries. What
vacuum? As Nehru pointed out, mil-

of people live'in this so-called
"vacuum." -Ihey have their own governments. Their deepest desire iJ to
achieve full national independence and
freedom from all outside-control,
lions

Each time the die-hard imperialists
get kicked out of a colonial countrv.
they claim a "vacuum" has been creal-

ed. This is typical imperialist

gance.

It

arro-

implies that colonialism is a
natural state of affairs. But it is im-

perialism, not nature, which abhors
this alleged "vacuum."

In reality, the Eisenhower-Dulles

POLITICAL AFFAIRS
doctrine is a demand that Congress
sanction Wall Street's plan to take over

the role formerly played in the Middle
East by British'and French imperial-

ism. This plan envisages ousting the
British and French rivals of the American oil companies and using American men and moneY to halt the independence movement
tions.

in the Arab na-

As such it is a threat to Peace. If
unchallenged it will ieopardize the-interests of the American people no less
than the interests of the Arab and
Israeli peoples'
It wiil wln us friends nowhere' The
Arab peoples reiect this attempt to impor. i niw colonialism' In this, they

are strongly supported by India and by

the Socialist countries covering onethird of the wodd. The peoples of all
countries quite rightly are suspicious of
and oppose this doctrine.
For-all these reasons the EisenhowerDulles doctrine should be defeated by
the American people. It can be defeatmake their will felt. ed if the people
-already

They ire

beginning

to

do

so despite the efforts of the Administration to iam the issue through Congress.
That is why a big debate is now arising in and out of Congress.

This debate also refects the great
concern of labor and the people with
the economic burdens which the Eisenhower-Dulles doctrine will impose upon
them. For there is already talk of the
need for increased military budgets, no
tax cuts, growing inflation and cuts in

social services.
What is neededl The American

Peo-

ole must set into this debate and deiid. i,r o.i.orn.. They must insist that

they and their organizations have a
chance to express their views through
public heaiigs prior to any action by

Congress. They must demand extensive
public hearings in the House and Sen'

lt{ore on llistorical Experience of

ite and oppose all eflorts to curtain
these hearings or to impose a cloak of

Proletarian Dictatorship.

secrecy upon them.

Labor, the Negro people, the farm-

ers, small businessmen and professionals should speak out through letters, telegrams, resolutions, delegations to Congressmen as well as direct
testimony. They should demand:
r) No military alliances and involve-

in the Middle East.
z) No by-passing of the UN; for

ment

UN-sponsored program

of

a
economic

aid without strings.

3) An end to the give-way of
American natural resources to the oil
trusts; no take-away of Arab natural
resources by the oil trusts.
a) Full

independence

for the Arab

nations; recognition of Egyptian sovereignty over the Suez Canall suppoft
to the anti-colonial aims of the Bandung conference.

5)

Admission

of

People's China to

the UN.

6) A peaceful solution to the ArabIsrael difierences through the UN.
7) For a positive alternative to the
Eisenhower-Dulles doctrine: A new
meeting at the surirmit to put the world
back on the Geneva road to disarmament, n€gotiations and peaceful

co-

existence.

The people and their organizationsthe unions, the Negro people's organizations, the farmers---can stop the Dulles
eflort to rekindle the cold war.
The progressive and socialist-minded
forces in our country have a great responsibility. By entering fully into the
debate they

will be able to project

and

help fight for the peaceful alternatives
that the American people desire.

By "People's Daily" (Peking)
IN Apnrl

w9 discussed the historical experience of the dictatorship
-in connection ivith the question of Stalin.** Since then,
a further train of events in the international Communist movement hai
caused corcern to the people of our country. The publication in Chinese
inewspapers of Comrade Tito's speech of November rr, and the comments
of

-1956.,
the_ proletariat

on that speech by various Communist Parries, has led people again to
raise many questions which call for an answer. In the pr.sent artlde we
shall center our discussion on the following problems: hrst, an appraisal
of the fundamental course taken by the Soviet-union in its revolution and
.c-onstructio,n; second, an appraisal of Stalin's merits and faults; third,
the struggle against doctrinaiiism and revisionism; and fourth, the international solidarity of the proletariat of all countries.
.. In examining modern- internatio-nal questions, we must proceed first of
.all from the most fundamental fact, ihe antagonism beiweeo the imperialist bloc of aggression and the popular f6rces in th'i world. The
chinese people, who .have.sufiered enough from imperialist aggression,
can never forget that imperialism has alwiys opposod ihe liber"ti&r of ali
peoples and the independence of all oppreised-riations, that it has always
rggarded the communist movement,-which stands most resolutelv for
the- people's interests, as a thorn in its fesh. Since the birth of ,hJ fir*
socialist state, the Soviet Union, imperialism has tried by every means to
wreck it-,.Foll9wjng. the establishment of a whole group tr ro"iairi ,i",.r,
the ho,stility of the imperialist camp- to the socialisi camp, and its flagrant
acts ot sabotasF. aglinst the. latter, have become a still -more pronorinced
teature,of world poli{c1. The leader of the imperialist camp, he United
states, has-been e-specia-tly viciotrs and shamelesi i.t its interference in
the
domestrc aftairs of socialist countriesl for many years it has been obstructing
China's liberation of its own territory, Taiwani and for *"nv
v."r, ii-t
openly. adopted as its official policy'ihe subversion
",
trc f,"ri-il"rop.r'

"f

countries.

The activities of the imperialists in.thp Hungarian affair of october,
1956, marked the gravest ittack launch.i by ttr-.,rr" ,".i"riri

"gri"ri
r This anicle appared in the Peopl-e,t
29, 1956. It was rccompanied by
a note redins: "The article is preparid rvD?ill,-Decnber
*,Jra-itorial-ii.p*i-r_.,t-ot-ini-bffivi"frii,
,,
she basis of a disossion *,n enl'ufr"d
E*i're-.id;.'piii,iiii-iiiiri""iiiii"'G"ri('c"^_
mina_of. the Communist party of inioa,'-iil
r This was published h p'olit;ci-tlfiain,-fuay,
t956_ed,.
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in Korea. As the resolucamp since the war of
,i."""f-ifr"-F ouiriorrd"bentral Committee of the Hungarian,socialist
W"rf..6' PanV pointed out, the Hungarian aflair was the result of various
is incorrect,
;";;;;; Uoin iitirnat and external, any one-sided explanation
"played
the
main and
imperialism
international
the causes
,rrd
aggression they carried on

"morre
p"rt." Follo*ing the defeat of thelr plot for a counter-revolutionary
i..irir.
;;;.t".[ in Hungary] the imperialist Po-wers, headed by the United

St"i.r, h"u" m"no|rvred the United Nitions into_ adopting resolutions
aii..ti,a against the Soviet Union and interfering in. Hunga.ry's internal
At" the same time, they stirred up a hysterical anti-Communist
"fi"irr.throrrghout the Weitern'world. Although U.S-. imperialism takes
*"u.
advantage if th. fi"t.o of the AngloFregc! war of. aggression .against
Esvot i"n order to erab British and French interests in the Middle East
Africa

ii

every way possible,

it

pledges itself

eliminate its

.to
,.misunderstandings" with'tsritain-and France and to seek "closer and more
"rii'North
intimate understa'nding" with them to repair their united . front against
Communism, against the Asian and African peoples and against the peace-of the world. To oPPose eornmunism-, the people and
loving peoples
o.r..l th" imperialist countries should unite-this is the gist of Dulles'
it"t *.rrt at the N.A.T.O. council meeting on the so-called "need for a
philosophy for living and acting at this critircal-point in world.history."
'Slomewirai

intoxicated by his own illusions, Dulles asserted: "The Soviet
C,ommunist structure is in a deteriorating condition(t), with the power of
the rulers disintegrating(!) ...Facing this situation, the free nations must

maintain moral fressuies'which are helping to undermine the $ovierChimilitary strength and resolution."
He called on the N.A.T.O. countries "to disrupt the powerful Soviet
despotism (!) based upon militaristic (!) and atheistic. concepts." He also
expressed the view thai "a change of character of th.at (Cbmmunist) world
now seems to be within the realm of possibility."

nese Communisf system and rnaintain

We have always considered our enemies our best teachers, and now

Dulles is letting us have 4nother lesson. He may slander us a thousand
times and curse us ro,ooo times; there is nothing new in this at all, But
when Dulles, putting the matter on a "philosophic" plane, urges the imperialist countries to place their contradictions with Communism above all
other contradictions, io bend all their efforts towards bringing about "a

change of character of that (Communist) world" and towaids "unddrmining" and "disrupting" the socialist system headed by the Soviet Union,
this is-a lesson that is extremely helpful to us though such efforts will certainly come to naught. Although we have consistently held and still hold

that the socialist and capitalist.countries should coexist in peace and carry
out peaceful lompetition, the imperialists are bent on destroying us.
We must therefore never forget the stern struggle with the enemy, i.e. the
class struggle on a world scale.
There are before us two types ,of contradictions which are difierent in
nature. The first type consists of contradictions between our enemy and
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ourselves (contradictions- between the camp of imperialism and that of
socialism, conrradictions between imperialism and thi people and oppressed
nations of the whole world, contridictions between ih. bo.rre"oiriie arrd
the proletariat
-in the imperialist countries, etc.) This is th. fi"dr-."t"]
type of contradiction, baied on the clash of interests between a.rtagonistic
classes. The second type consists of contradictions within the ranks'of the
people.(contradictions between different secrions of the people, between
comrades within the communist Party, or, in socialirt .o,rrririo, contra-'
dictions berween the government- and'ihe peopre, contradictions'between
soclalrst countnes, contradlctrons between communist parties, etc.). This
typg of contradiction is not basicl it is not the result of a f,-rrrdi*.rrtrl
clash of interests betwecn classes, bur of conficts between iigr,i;"J;.""g
opinions or of a partial con-tradiction of interests. It is a tyft of co"irrdi.l
tron whose solution musr, first and foremost, be subordiniied to rhe overall interests of the struggle against.the en:my. contradictions among the
people.themselves can and ought to be resolved, pro...di"glior,
-, it.'i..ir.
for. solidarity, througt' critici-sm or struggle, ,ti", ,.fri.ii"n
darlty under new conditions. of course, real life is complicate?. sometimes,
".*" ,"Uit is possible that classes whose interesis are in r"na"ri."t"i.."njo'""i,.
to cope with their main common enemy. on the otrr.i t
conditions, a cerrain contradiction
tt. p.opi. "nJ,
*"i ""a-.rlr*in.
U. lrrirrffy
"*org
transformed into an antagonistic contradiition
.rr'
rif.?
?i?*a""''t
ally goes.over to the eneiry. Finafly, the nature.irr.-r,
"".- -.ootrJ;.iior*i,
completely changed:. it no.ionger beiongs to the categow"-..;,i.ilf.,
of
the people themselves -but becoires a component part of the conT?.ng.
tradiction between ourselves and the enemy. Such i phenoilenon
diJ-.o*.
about in the tristory of
communist pirty of thi Soviet-0ril"1"a
rne uommunlst yafty of.-th_e
china. [n a word, nny one who adopts the stand"r
not equate the contradictions amoig the people
nf,.l:T:l_.1!f,:hould
wrrn rne contradrctrons bctween the enemy and ourselves, or
infuse thise
two
.types of contradictions, let alone place the contradicti"rr, ,*orrn tt.
pe.ople above the contradictions between tt. .n.*f
who
the class.struggle and do not distinguist kt*.."
"nJ-"""*r".r]'in"r.
il. .i._r'r,a
$eny
ourselves
are dehnltely not Communists or Marxist-Leninists.
we thrnk it necessary to settle this question of fundamental
standpoint
proceeding. io the question, ," U. Jir*;*d.-dil;;.,;:
$::F-r:l:
Douncl to lose our bearings, and will bc unable to explain
"..
correctly'interna_

tional events.

I.
The attacks by the imperialists-on the international communist
movement have long.ireen coricentrated mainly on the soviet
union.
Recent
controversies in the international communist *ou;"r;;-i;,
.h."*""

,rr,,
have also had to do with one's. appraisar
s."i.I u"iJ"l
the problem of correctly assersirri'the runa"*"nia -;;";;;"I.".o^ii',t.

;i a;

ii;;.trr.,
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is an important one which
Soviet Union in its revolution and construction
r -r^
r:^+^+^-.Lir of
Marxist-I-eninists must solve'
the dictatorship
The Marxist tf,.o.y"Ii'-i'oletarian revolution and
the rvorkingof
experience
the
of
the oroletariat is a scientfrc:;;;id-"P
rvhich
commune
Paris
thi
or
:il,,%;;;;. H;;;;;;;;h;il&;ption
the
themselves
for
see
ro
live
not
lastod only 7z days, Mr;;';;^^E;g1ir- aii
which
for
ptoletariat.
the.
of
;?;;;,;;thip
;.
;i
revotution

oroletarian
tn-'e'7' ted bv knin and the
ih#'f;il,,s;;;-;h;"*h;;-th"ii ti"''.ttrq.B\r*i."
proletariat. carried the

6ii,*"irJ,

iG

,rr?'s.ri"'uH";
the
;;;;;y il-'"'oblithtd the dictatorship' o[time

"t
oroletarian revolution

ir";il;;;rr"irv-6"ii, up a sociatist. society. From this
#i#fi;
L- th. thmro an6 idJ;^;'.;;ntifi,t'*.i"1itm becami a living reality'

in a nerv era,
Xria'.., 1'h.^il.r;;il-O.ioU., Revolution of roru ushered
also in the hisbut
Communist
-oittt"t't
hislory';i;h;
not onlv in the
of mankind.
*'rTh.'S";i;i'Urion
torv

years
has achieved Eemendous successes in _the 39

the
filrf"g--.if*tt "tua. th. sYstem of exploitation,
its-ecoin
and'unemp-loyment
crisis
to"anarchy,
end
an
Soviet Union put
beyond
econoi,v *J t"(*te have advancei "t " p"tt
nomic life.'tfSoviet
-."plrrtitr;;i"t;i;t'
1956 is 3o
output
industrial
Soviet
;il";".h
'in
year before the revolution' A country
peak
-i-ndustrialty
ii*"r-*t", it was in ,qri, tht-*'"t
oackward and had a high
which, before the t.r"'f'riit",

since the revolution.

fiiili;ffi,.;d-h* #;t
Hy:r#"":f; :'l*:t-tff

;;;-th.

*o'16"

second greatest industrial

**.XltS"'i",x,*.3:'l':p-fl l;t':"r'-{

:ii#Hffi'u"i"", *t,
they have $isplaye-d q1e1
,r-.-*"t,.tt of their ;;; .;;;ti'and society;
struggl"#3.,11
revolutionary
in
cr_eatii,eness
i",r,"ri"r*
ffXt:J::fi
"nd
change has take'| place-in their material"1
i""a"*.ntal
:t11.

were oppressed berore the revolution, have be-

"
""J
O?t"Ser Revoluiion Russia was a prison of nations,
itil Wh1;l;fo..-tt.
these nations achieved. equality. in the Son.uot"ii*
October
after the

socialist nations.
;i;;d;i"" ;;J-J.uulop.d rapidly into.advanced
been smooth sailing.
not
has
u.,ion_
Ji-it.-'stui.t
The develop-.rr,
capitalist porvers' In
14
bv
attacked
,il .o"n*v was
Fr";';9;;';;;;;
ordeals as civil

its earlv vears. the

s"ri., u"i.ri

went through such'severe

facti"onal splittine activities within
;'#:Jtfi:;"LJ"""r'". aim."iii.t, and
Second fuorld-War, bef.ore the
the
a..iriu.-p.ii"a
;#'p;il.-i;-"
"t
u_nion, sinS{e-handed,
western countries op.".a tli" *.o"d front, the soviet
Hitler anr" his partof
trooPs
of
millions
of
r
,*.t
,ti.
-.-..f,,j;-.];;J
or stop lts progress.
Union
to crush the Soviet
failed
-Soviet
n.ir.
"-tn.Th.r" stern trials
rule to its
imperialist
shaken
has
Union
th.
of
courage
and
confidenc.e
"-ir"".. and brought unbounded hope,
,.ru ]orrtdrtions

i"-lffi.rJ"iionary

movemlnts of the workers and liberation movements

countries have helped
,t. oorr.r..a n'"rinrit.-fh. working people of all
them.,It has carhelped
his
also
Union
Soviet
;i.T.ri'.i[;il";;;J ,t.
the equality
retognizes
peace,
world
ir,",
p.rl.y
f;;;ig"
;t"d;;
luard,

oi
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oJ all nations, and opposes imperialist aggression. The Soviet Union was
the main force in defeating aggjession thioughout the world. The heroic
armies of the Soviet rlnion liberated the Easi European countries, part of
Central .fur"p., Northeast China and the northern part of Korea in
'cooperation with the popular forces of these countries. ihe Soviet union
has established friendly relations with the People's Democracies, aided
them in economic construction and tog-ether with them, formed a mighty
b_ulwark of world peace-the camp o:f socialism. The'soviet union"ha's
also given
.powerful support to the independence movemenrs of the op.
pressed nations, to_ the peace movement oI the people of the world and io
the many peaceable, naw stares in Asia and Afr;ia established since the
Second World War.
These are incontrovertible facts that people have knorryn for a long
time. why is r necessary.then to bring them up again? It is because, while
the enemies of communism have nairrally alway-s denied all this,-certain
communists at the present time, in examining'Soviet experience, often
tocus their arrention on the secondary aspects of the mattir and neglect
the main aspects.
There are difierent aspects to soviet experience in revolution and construction as far as its inteinational significairce is concerned. of the suc.ess_
ful experience of the soviet union, one part is fundament"l ;J l]-"ni
versal signific?n-ce a-t. the present stag-e of i,r*"r, history. fnirlr-tt.
*ort
important.and fundamental phase oT soviet experiencel rrr.-"trr.i-p.rt i,

oj universal..signifi-cancel In addition, the'soviet u;i";;iln'"1 ir,
mrstakes and failures. No.country can-ever avoid them entirely,
though
,"3y y"ry i" form and degrei. And it was even more difrcult for the
:h.I
soviet union to avoid them, because it was the first socialist .ourrt y
and
experience-of others to g" Uy.

n9t

Ii91:-rr:..ssful

lessons

S".h-;;k;; ,ii'ilif"*r,

for alt Communists. That is why.

l,?i1lji:til_1'_9!-11trg*gly.."seful
all
soviet experience, including-certain mistakes and failures, deserves
careful study while the fundament"al part of the successfur soui.t'u"ito i,
that the tundamental experience of the soviet union in revolution'oroor
and
::rjr_1.,,i1jr,1 q,r.rl accomplishmel!, tl,. firsr paean of victoiy-oiMarx_

rsm-Lenrnlsm in the history of mankind,
what is the fundamentil.experience of the soviet union in revolution
and construction? In our opinion, the folrowing,
,r..y l.rrl' ,ir."ra
be considered fundamental:
"t-lrr.
-rhe
advanced members of the proretariat organize
. (r)
into a Communist Party. which takes tvt"i*ir*_f*rrinism as itsthemselves
suide to
llil{r up along ihe lines of democratic *;r;lir.r, ""rtrirflJr}*.
i,T*,
links with the masses, strives to become the core of the laborine-"rlrr.,
educates its parw members
"ra
Leninism.
(r) The proletariat, under the leadership of the Communist party,
rallying all thi laborinq'people, t"t .,
i.;'i'# u"".g."iri.
[iiti.J'p"*.;
r------ I
by means of revolutionirj, struggle.

.J,h;-;;;;;f 'ri;;"pi.'i.i^fili'.ir*_

FOLITICAL AIIFAIRS
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(3)Aftcrthevictoryoftherevoluqion,$cproletariat,uoderthelead-

II

8

the Communlst Party, rallying'the 6road mlss of *t pPpJ'
.r.h'i-o' of
-U"*r
of the
.fl **t.r-p."r"rrf aliahce] establishes a dictatorship
;';'(.
resistance
the
c.rus\gs
classes,
ihc landtird and capitalist
;;;t.;;ril;;
of indus5i;;;il;r-i.roirrto""ries, and cairies out the nationalizatio,n
eliminating
,* "ra thc step-by-step collectivization of agriculture, thereby.i &f[oit"tio", private ownershi[ of the means of production'
;ir;

;;;
classes.
(r) The state. lcd bv the proletariat

and

and the Communist Party,

leads

*,.'frJ"pt. in the plannid devtlopment of socialist economy and culture,
.rd'o.' this basis^ gradually raises the .people's living . itandards and
and"works for the transition to Comrnunist society.
- (sj DreDares
"",ir"f"
thi t,"t., led by the proletariat and the Communist-Pa*y, reso
t"t iiipp"t.s imperialist aggression, recognizes the equality of all nations
il 'd;ffid; *orid p."..; h"rmly adherei t9 t!re- printiples ofofproletarian
internationalism, striies to win the help of the laboring. People .all coun-

tries- and at the same time strives to lielp them and all oppressed nations.

- Wh;; we commonly refer to as the path of the October Revolution
took

*.""r-pi..irely

these 6asic things, leaving.aside the speciSc

form,it

;ih;. i"nii"tlr time and place.-These baiic thin* are all universal truths
whiCh are generally applicable.
of
-- Mariism-Leninism
ilifi;rse of revolution andconstrticti6i in difierent countries there
are. besides aspccts cotDlllon to all, aspects,which are difierent. In this
;;.; ;;A .o,lrtty has its own specifii Path of development' We shall
aiLrlr-atir q.*tii" further on. But as far as basic theory is.concerned,

thc p"th of tLc October Revolution reflects the general laws.of revolution
and'construction at a particular stage in the long course of the develop
human society'. It is lot oily the rold for the prohtariat of the
-."r orU"ioo,
but also'the road which the proletariat of all countries must
Slri.t
gain
victory. Precisdy for this reison the Central Committee of
to
ir"r"t
the C.omf,unist Pariy of Chini stared in its political.report lo the Party's
Eishth National Congress: "Despite the fact that the revolution in our
cointrv has many cha-racteristics bf its own, Chinese Communists regard
ih. ."io. for wliich they work as a continuation of the Great October
Revolution,"

In the present international situationr-it is of particularly greatsignificance to difend this Marxist-Leninist path opened by the October Revolution. When the imperialists proclaim that ihey want to- b-ring -about "a
chanse of character'of the Commgnist world,"'it is precisely this revolutionaiy path which they want to change. For. decades, $9 ,i9Y put forward
bv all'the revisionists to revise Marxism-Leninism, and the Right-opportunisi ideas which they spread have been aimed precisely at evading-this road,

the road which the pioletariat must take for its liberation. It is the task of
all Communists to uhite the proletariat and the masses of the people to beat
back resolutely the savage onslaught of the imperialists against the _socialist world, and to march forward resolutely along the path blazed by the
October Revolution.

People ask: Since the basic path of the Soviet Union in revolution and
construction was correct, how did Stalin's mistakes happenl
We discussed this question in our article publishod-in April this year
(published in Political-Afioirs, May r956-&i.). But
r.irrlt recent
"r " the of
events in Eastern Europe and other related developments,
question
of correctly understanding and dealing with Stalin's-mistakes has'-become
a matter of importance, aflecting developments within the Communist
Parties of many countries, unity between Communist Parties, and the
common. struggle of the Communist forces of the world against imperialism. So it is necessary to further expound our views on thii question.
_Stalin madc .a great contribution to the progress of the Soviet Union
and to the develdpment of the international Communist movement. [n "On
the Historical Experience of the Dictatorship of the Proletariat" we wrote:
, "After Lcnin's death, Stalin, as the chief leader of
the partv and
the State, creatively applied and developed Marxism-kninism. tir the

struggle to. defend the legacy of I-eninism against its enemies-the Trotskyites, zinovievites and orher agents of the bourgeoisie-stalin expressed thc
will and wishes of the people and proved hirnself to be an oustanding

Marxist-kninist fighter. Thc rcason-why Stalin won the support of thI
Soviet.people and played- an important role in history was pr:imarily because he, together with the other leaders of thc communist'partv of the
soviet union, defended Lenin's line on the industrialization of tht soviet
State and the collectivization of agriculture. By pursuing this line, the
Communist Party of the Soviet Union brought about ihe uiumph of
socialism in the u.ss.R. and created the conditions for the victorv of the
soviet union in the war against Hitler; these
-victories of the soviet pcoplc
served the interests of thJworking class of the world and all prosressive
mankind. It was therefore also quite natural for the name of sialii to be
-world."

greatly honored throughout the

But stalin made some serious mistakes in rigard to the dornestic and
foreign policies of the soviet union. His arbitriry method of work impaired to a certain extent rhe principle of demociatic centralism both in

the life of the falty aqd..in-the- stale system of the Soviet Union, and
disrupted part oj the socialist legal system. Because in many fields of work
stalin

estrang.ed himself

from ihe

masses

to a

serious exlent, and made

personal, arbigrary decisions concerning many important policies. iL was
inevitable that he should have made grave mistakes. These mista(es stood
out most conspicuorrsly in the suppression of counter-revolution and in
relations with certain foreign countries. rn-suppressing counter-revolutionaries, Stalin, on the one hand, punished miny cjunter-revolutionaries

it -was- necessary to punish- and, in the'main, ,..o*pii.tJ-tn.
tasks on this frontl but, on the other hand, he wronged many ioyal com-

whom
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munistsandhonestcitizensrandthiscausedseriouslosses'On-thewhole'
i"nio, stalin too! an internationof the
""a,th.; p*pt.' and the growth
-he shovrcd a
;ii"
Questions'
socialist camp; but i" ;iJi#: certain tooit"t"

il;h,#;;i;h-b;.4.;;il-"i.,

ilffiil-'[.lp.J.i.-#;i;r;f

tendency towards

gr.r,-',iiiio"tth-;;;;il;d-

nirit'etf lacked a spirit of

to be modest' someti-es
*"' of cadres
il';ffi il,;:+;J';
fi;ii;l
consequences' in the in'
grave
many
*ith
he even intervened *rri"t.i,ty,

and Parties'
i.*rJrf"G-oi i"taitt brothei countries
what is thc
How are trr.r" ,ao,iriliJt"k;;f s"ti"a to be explainedlof the Sovict
tytrcconnection berween

.fr";;.*k;-*J

.t"

socialist

Unionl
dialetics teaches us- t\I dl typa of
of Marxist-Leninist
The science
-;?;;J".,ior,,'
-*Ji
thcir
-oi the superstru6rnres built up on
*1";;;,
"s
extinction'
",
devclopme"t'
i*"tgtt"i,
l;;
o*n
ti.ir
;;;

;;;t"

".,'6_
thc
corrcspond_to
When the old relations-Jffiao.tio" rio longer basically
devclopmcng
of
stag'
a
certain
reached
having
lattei
the
;;;;;;;-r*;.

ffi';ti;;h:;ih";il;;rir*-*"'"olongertundame-ntallycorrespondsto
a certain. s'tage of dcvdop
;#;;;."rf U"rir, ,il-i",i.i-h"ving. r.i.h.d
i*"lt1lv *::yi^y-hi
must
;i-"1;d"*"'tit nature
history' 'Ihrs law $
by
is
d-iscarded
changes
such
.rir',ti"t to reiist

;il;;ffi;;;

'l
to say'
,oolic"ble through diflerent forms to all types of society' hat rs
society
Communist
the
and
todiy
of
society
i,t|ffi;;n1io-&h;;;;t"kt

of
* tomorow.
W;;" St"iin's

and
mistakes due to the fact that the socialist economic
of the Soviet Union had become outmoded and no longer
""fiiiJ-."rLdevelopment of the Soviet Union? Certainly not.
fi..Jlnl,ilJr;afi"
-S""i*
t*i"Ust society-is-still'young; it is- not even 40 years,old' The
fact that the Soviet Union has made rapid- progress economrcally Proves
the development of its
iLi i,, "."o*ic syste* is, in the main, suiiedistoalso,
in the main, suited
,yrt.m
political
f"r.o; ind-th"i'its
"r"ir"ir. oi-irr ..o"orr,ic basis. Stalin's mistakes did not orig.inate in
i;";;;;.d;
*; it iherefore follows that it is not necessary to "correct"
iL-r".;riiri-ryrt
'ryr,.*
in order to correct these mistakes. The bourgeoisie
;;i"li"
;il;
to stand on to use Stalin's errors- to Prove that
oi-tfr. W.rt his not a leg
-'mistake."
Nor are others corrvincing-who trace
if-t rlidirt svstem is a
the socialist
ilid;;ir-"ilt i" irr. adminisuation of economic afiai-rs by of
economic
takes-chatge
government
the
once
that
assert
and
;;;;.;,
,r{"irl'ii';r'U.""J to b..ome a "buriaucratic machine" hindering the de;;16;iloith" to.i"list forces. No one ca1 d;n1 that the,tl:'":.1.d:lt

,ror,rrn. of soviet economy is the result precisely of the plannqd admrntstraP!9Plt: while the
ilffi| ;;;;;i. affairs'by the state of the-ryorkiry with
shortcomings
.rr"i" *irut o committed by Stalin had very litde to do
affairs'
economic
adminiitrating
of the state organs
But even where the basic syitem corresponds to the need, there are
,tifi...t"i" contradictions between the relations of production
.and the
pr.a".iir. f"rces, between the superstructure and the economic basis. These
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in defects in certain links of the economic
and political systems. Though it is not necessary to eflect fundamental
changes in order to solve these contradictions, readjustments must be made

contradictions find expression

in good'time.

Can we guarantee that mistakes will not happen once we have a basic
system which corresponds to the need and have adiusted ordinary con-tradictions i nthe system (to use the language of dialetics, contradictions
at the stage of "quantitative change") I The matter is not that simple.
Systems are of decisive importance, but systems themselves are not all
powerful, No system, however excellent, can guard against serious mis-takes in our work. Once we have the right system, the main question is.
whether we cen make the right use of it; whether we have the right policies, and right methods and style of work. Without all this, even urrder
a good system it is still possible for people to commit serious mistakes"
and to use a good state apparatus to do evil things.
To solve the problems mentioned above, we must rely on the accumu-

lation of experience and the test of practice; we cannot.expect results
overnight. What is more, with conditions constandy changing, new prob-

lems arise as old ones are solved, and there is no solution which holds good'
for all time. Viewed from this angle, it is not surprising to find that iven
in socialist countries which'have-been established on -a firm basis there
are still defects in certain links of their relations of production and superstructure, and deviations of one kind or another in thi policies and methods.
and style of work of t[e Party and the state.

In the socialist countries, the task of the Communist Party arid ther
state is, by relying on the suength of the masses. and the coilective, to
make timely readjustments in the various links of the economic and politicdl systems, and to discover and correct mistakes in their work in eood
time. Naturalln it is not possible for the views of the leadinq p.rconr,El of
the- Co-m-munist ?arty and the srate to conform completEly to reality.
Isolated, local and temporary mistakes in their work are ihereft.e unavoidable. But so long as the principles of the dialectical materialist science of'
Marxism-Leninism are strictly observed
-and efforts are made to develop.
them, so long as the system of democratic centralism of the party and thl
is thoroyghly observed, and so^long_ as we really rely on the masses,
persistent and serious mistakes affecting the whole .orrrtry can be avoided.
The reason why some of the mistakes made by Stalin during the later
years of_his life became serious, nationwide and persistent,
were not
"rrj degree,
corrected in time, ya1 precisely that in certai-! fieldi and to a cerrain
he became isolatod from the masses and the collective and violated- thi
principle of democratic centralism of the Party and the state. The reason
state.

for.s.t'ch a. partial.infraction of democratic centralism lay in certain social
and historical conditions: Tle.Party lacked- experien.e in'leading the statel
the new systern
not sufficiendy con_solidatid. to be able to ?esist every
-was
encroachment of the infuence of the old era (the consolidation of a new
system
th9
-dying away of the old influences do not operate in a
-and
straightforward fashion but often assume the form of an undulating move-
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*" *'"'ing
l:,:iff ::'|I,:llli
,li.
-wtrich
ot.th€ dcveloll
",, turni ng *," ,,,"
certajn
enect

acure internal'anh external struggles had on

ment

asPccts

alol:
of democracy, etc. Neverthelcss, thesc obicc1il9 condlu?T
mtsof

would not have bein enough to transform thc possibility

.makrng

undei conditions which
i"i.r-i"i. ,larlltual .otrrrfiirrion. Lenin, workirig
cncountcted by Stalin,
thosc
than
dilf,culi
and
;;;.";;;il;.o*piii"t.a
-";i;"k.
th" *irt"k s that Stalin made. Here, the .dccisive factor is
;id
A series of victorics and thc gulogics he rcccived
;il il;ffi;;;;ei,il;.
b,u3 s1o;sll'
;;",h;];ff;;ti.it'it rir. turned his head' Hc dcviated.partll,
irom the diaiectical materialist way of thinking and JclI into. subiectrvrsm.
put btind i"if, i" pcisonal wisdoln and authority; hc would
iil-il;;;;

,.-, f"?..ifg"r:.-;"d study the iomplicated conditions seriously or listen
.'*.f.rff, to'the opinio.rr tf hir com?adcs and the voice of thc masses. As
wcrc often at
;';;i;, ;;;. "i the policies and measurcs - he adopted
;".i;;;. with oblectivc realiry. He often stubbornly persisted. in carrying

these mistaken measures ovcr long pcriods and was unablc to correct
in time.
mistakes
his
- Tii; Communist
Party of the Soviet Union has bccn taking mcasures to
*rr..iS"ti"'s mistakes Lnd eliminate thcir conscquenccs. Thcsc measurcs
.ie- *ei"rrirrq to bcar fruit. Thc zoth Congress of the Communist Party
;-arh."s"rd Union showed great detcrmination pd 9o1u1gc- in.do-rns
;;;;t,h blind faith in Stalin,"in exposing the grevity of Stalio'sthemistakps
world,
Ji*inating their eff.cis. Ma-rxist-funinists thioughout
""J'i"
with th9 C,omsrunist ciusc, support the
;;i ;tt tn*i *ti sympathizc
.ii"rtr J thc Commriniit party of the Sovict Union to corroct mistakes,
;;a hrp" that thc efiorts of thi Sovict comrades will mect w-ith complete
r".".*.'It is obvious that since Stalin's mistakcs were not of short dura'
iio". tft.ir thoroueh correction cannot be achievod overnight, but demands
iriii, o."o".t d Efforts and thorough-going ideological education'- Vt btii.".i ,ir, the great Communist Pirty of the Soviet lJnion, which has
*."ay *"r*rri" coun{Fss dificulties,- will uiumph over these difficulties

out

and achieve its purposc.
It is not to Le ixpected, of course, that this effort of the Communist
parw of the soviet union to correct mistakes would get any support from
the Lourgeoisie and the Right-wing Social-Democrats of the West. Eager
to take ,ir"rrt"g" of the oplrrunily to erasc what was correct in Stalin's
work as well ai the immensc achiivements of the Soviet Union and the
whole socialist camp up to now, and to crcate confusion and division in
the Communist rairks, the Western bourgeoisie and Right-wing socialdemocrats have deliberately labelled the corrcction of Sialin's mistakes
,.destalinization,, and described it as a strugglc waged by "anti-Stalinist
elements" against "stalinist elemcnts." Their vicious intent is evident
enough. UnTortunatcly, similar views oJ this kind have also g3T4 ground
some Communists. Wc consider it cxtremely harmful for Com-

"*oi!
munists to hold such views.

As is well known, although Stalin committed some grave mistakes
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in his later years, his was nevertheless the life of a great Marxisr-Leninist
revolutionary. In his youth, Stalin fought against the tsarist $ystem and
for the spread of Marxism-kninism. After he joined the central leading
organ of the Party, he took part in the struggle to pave the way for the
revolution of. ryr7. After the October Revolution, he fought to defend
its fruits. In .the nearly 30 years after Lenin's death, he worked to build

socialism, defend the socialist fatherland and advance the world Commuin all, Stalin always stood at the head of historical
developments and guided the struggle; he was an implacable enemy of im-

nist movement. All

perialism. His tragedy lies in the fact that, at the very time when he was
doing things which were mistaken, he believed they were necessary for
the defensc of the interests of the working people against encroachments

by the enemy. Stalin's mistakes did harm to the Soviet Union, which
could have been'avoided. Nonetheless, the socialist Soviet Union'made
tremendous progress during the period of Stalin's leadership. This undeniable fact not only testifies to the suength of the socialist sysrem but also
shows that Stalin was after all a staunch Communist. Therefore, in summing up Stalin's thoughts and activities, we must consider both his positive and negative sides, both his achievements and his mistakes. As long
as we examinc the matter in a rounded way, even if people must speak
of "Stalinism," it could only mean, in the first place, Communism and
Marxism-Leninism, which is the main .aspect; and secondarily it contains
certain extrcmely serious mistakes which go against Marxism-Leninism
and must be thoroughly corrected. Even though at times it is necessary
to stress thesc mistakes in order to correct them, it is also necessary to
set them in their proper place so as to make a correct appraisal and avoid
misleading pcople. In our opinion Stalin's mistakes take second placc

to his achicvcments.
Only by adopting an objective and analytical attitude can we correctly
appraise Stalin and all those comrades who made. similar mistakes under
his influence, and correctly deal with their mistakes. Since these mistakes
were made by Communists in the course of their work, what is involved
is a question of right versus wrong within Communist ranks, but not an
issue of oursclves versus the enemy in the class struggle. We need therefore to adopt a comradely attitude towards these people and should not
treat them as encmies. Wc should defend what is correct in their work
while criticizing their mistakes and should not blankly denounce evcrything they did.. Thcir mistakes have a social and historical background
and can bc attributed especially to their ideology and understanding. In
just the samc way, such rpistakes may also occur in the work of otler
comrades. That,is why, having recognized the mistakes and undertaken
their correction, it is'necessary that we regard thcm as grave lessons, as
an asset that can be used for heightening the political consciousness of all
Communists, thus preventing the recurrence of such mistakes and advancing the causc of Communism. If, on the contrary, one takes a completely negative attitude towards those comrades who made mistakes,
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them
treats them with hostility and discriminates against them by labeling
lesson
the
learn
to
them
help
not
it
will
element,
of
this or that kind
th.v .horrld learn. Moreover, since this meani confusing the two. entirely
iii;rerrt ivp.r contradicrion-that of _right versus wlg3g within our

"t,frr, of ourselves versus thJenemy-it will only help the
"*"^r*f.l'""a
.enemy in his attacks on the communist ranks and attemPts at dlslnte-

sratins the Communist Position.
Comrade Tito and other leading comrades of
t"t." bv'Communists
",ii,rJ.
yugoslav
towards Stalin's mistikes and other
of
League
the
their recent views indicater iannot be ''egirded by us
;;;rJi;,il;;;t
fi"f."ced or objective. It is understandable that the Yugoslav com"r-*.ffU.", a particulai resentmenr against -stalin's mistakes. In the_ past,
i"a.,
;h;; ;;. *irthy efforts to stick tJ socialism under difficult conditions.

"--iA

enterifrl,ii .*r*imenis in the democratic management of economic
The
attention.
also
attracted
have
organizations
;rtr.; *i ;ah* socialist
;ffi;; p..pt. *.1.o*. the"reconciliation between the Soviet Union and
on the other,
.tt., *Jidi'rt countries on the one hand, and Yugoslavia
between
relations
of
friendly
development
and
establishment
the
*.ft
,r
"r
people

,Cf,i.,"Like the Yugoslav people, the Chinese
""a-i"gort"via.
will
become evEr mori plotperout- and powerful
Yugislavia
tioo. tt
",
socialism. We also agree with some of the points in
"Jr"".es"to
"r'i,
iC.*r"J.
Tito's ,pe..h, for instance, his condemnation of the Hungarian
his rupport for the Worker-Peasant Revolu"orrrri.r-r.rotutionaries,
;i;;t6-or.i"r""", of H.r.rg"ry,'his condemnation of Britain, France and

their aggression ig"inst Egypt,_ and his condemnation of the
French Socialist ii'tty fot adopting i polcy of aggression' .But we are
ih"t, in his speech, he atticked almost all the socialist countries
"^irra
and manv of the Communiit Parties. Comrade Tito made assertions about
;;'h-;;;J$itten
various parties have managed
--"i"i"i" Stalinist elements who inand
who wo_uld again wish to
themselves in their posts
;iii;;
tendencie-s upon. their
Stalinist
those
impose
and
rule
their
"";r.fiar,.
,*."i.. ""a even others." Tlierefore, he declared, "Together with the
i*
ioiiJ'."*i"des we shall have to fight such tendencies which .-."p__"_p
in the West."
;;;i;;r-;h.r parties,.whether in tlie Eastern countries or
We have not iome across any statement put forward by leading comrades
to adopt
.f in. prfirn United Workeri' Party, saying that it was necessary
say
such a hostile attitude towards brothcr Parties. We fee| it necessary to
a
wrong
up
toot
that.he
Tito's
Cbmrade
of
views
these
with
i., *nrr..tio"
*fr.n he set up so-called "Stalinism," "stalinist elemettts.," etc.,

iri"J'f-

the
""ii"a.
as obiects of attack and maintained that the question now was whether
course" would win
;;";;b.g"r, in Yugorlavia" or the socalled "stalinist movement'
a split- in the Communist
out.
- This lan only liad to pointed
out that "viewing the current develop
comrade Tito'correctly
or counter-revolution-we
perspective-socialism
*..ri in iurrgary from thi
hefp i.r" qgt he-ll
we
must
governmeng
presint
;;;;;.f;J'kid"r',
hardly
be said to be
can
Government
i.-".a J**se of the'HungarLn

the

sense

of the long

speech
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on the Hungarian question made before the

Mtional Assembly of the Federal People's Republic of Yugoslavia by
Comrade Kardelj, Vice-President of the Federal Executive Council oi
Yugoslavia. In the interpretation of the Hungarian incident he gave in his
speech, Comrade Kardelj not only made no distinction whatsoever between
ourselves and the enemy, but he told the Hungarian comrades that "a

thorough change is necessary

in the [Hungarian] political system;" He

also called on them to turn over state power wholly to the Budapest and
other regional workers' councils, "no matter what- the workers' -councils
have become," and declared that they "need not waste their effofts on
trying to restore the Communist Party." "The reasonr" he said, "was because to the inasses the Party was the personification of bureaucratic despotism." Such is the blueprint of the "anti-Stdinist course" which
Comrade Kardelj designed for brother countries. The comrades in Hun-

gary rejected this proposal of Comrade Kardelj. They dissolved the Budapest and other regional workers' councils which were being controlled
by counter-revolutionaries and persisted in building up the Socialist Workers'Party._ Wc consider that the Flungarian comrades are entirely right
to act in this way, because otherwise Hungary's future would belong not

to socialism but to counter-revolution.

Clearly, the Yugoslav comrades are going too far. Even if some part
Parties is reasonable, the basic stand ind
method they adopt infringe the principles of comradely discussion, Wc
have no wish to interfere in the internal aflairs of Yugoslavia, but the
matters mentioned above are by no means internal. In order to consolidate

of- their criticism of brother

unity of the international Communist ranks and avoid creating conditions
which the enemy can use to cause confusion and division in our own
'ranks, we cannot but offer our brotherly advice to the Yugoslav comrades.

III

of

of the grave. consequences of Stalin's mistakes was the growth
doctrinairism. While criticizing Stalin's mistakes, the Communist

One

Parties of various countries have waged a struggle against doctrinairism.
This struggle is entirely necessary. But by adopting-a negative attitude
towards gvglything connected with Stalin, and by putiing up the erroneous
slogan of "destalinization," some Communists have helped io foster a revisionist trend against Marxism-Leninism. This revisionist trend' is undoubtedly of help to the imperialist attack against the Communist movement, and the imperialists are in fact making acrive use of it. While
resolutely gpRo.sing doctrinairism, we must at the same time resolutely
oppose revisionism,

Marxism-Leninism holds that there are common, basic laws in the development of human society, but each state and natioo has featuris different from those of others. Thus all nations pass through the class
struggle, and will eventually arrive at Communism, by roads that are
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the same in essence but difierent in their specific forms. The cause of the
oroletariat in a siven country will triumph only if the universal truth
'of Mrr*it*-Leniiism is properly applied in the light of its .special nawill accumuitJ f.",or.s. And so long as thil is done, the proletariatcause
of other
the
to
contribution
its
riaking
thus
i;i. ;; experience,
and'to the general treaiury of Matxism-6ninism. Doctrinaires
"iiio",understand thit the universa[ truth of Marxism-Leninism manifests
;;not
the
i,r.ii-.*.t.,+ ,rrd b..o*.. operativ€ in-.real life only...through
make
to
willing
are.not
They
;l,p.LiA. national characteristics.
;;i;
own countries
;-;;;;i;l ,t riy of the social and historical features of their
of to apply in a practical way the universal truth of Marxism"nJ
"rtio"i. rt fijfit ff these features. Consequently they iannot lead the
il.ii"ir*
" to victory.
proletarian cause
'- Sirr.. Marxism-Leninism is the scientific summing-up of the experience
ih; working+lass movement of various countries, it follows_ that ofit
"f
*rr, ,*""h iiiport"o.. to the questions of -"Pqrying the experience
countr'ies. I*nin wrote in his booh What Is To Be Done?z
;a;"";;J
;ft. S".i4-p"*ocratic
movement is in its very essence.an.international

movement. This means not only that we must combat national chauvrnrsm,
but also that a movement that is starting in a young country can..be.sucWhat
;;rf"l;;l, i ii implements_ the .*p.ri.rr... of other countries." which
L.rri., ,*."ht here was that the Russian working-class moveme-nt,
move;; i"J beginnins, must utilize the experience of the working-class
;;"i i; wErt .t totopc' His vicw applics, likewise, to the use of Soviet
bv voungei socialist countries.
exoerience
---'n"iifi.r""ri"rt
6. a propcr method of learning. All the experience of
,fr. S*i.i Union, including^its fundamental exper-ience, is bound up with

J.nrrir. national

character]stics,

and no other country should copy it

mechanically. Morcover, as has been pointed out above,. part of Soviet
;;;ri.;.. i's that derived from mistakeJ and failures. For those who know
fr"'* U.r, to learn from others this whole body of experience, both of sucavoid
;;r; ;;J i"il,rt", is an invaluable asset, because- it can help^them
;ayi in their progres.s and'reduce their losses. On the other
;;;Jil;
i"dir.ri*in"," and mec[anical copying. of experience that has been
t

""J,
in the Soviet Union-let alone that which was unsuccessful
;;rfrt
i[.i*-*", lead to failures in another country. Lenin wrote in theto pasim-

i-rJairtely following the one quoted above: "And in order
JE-.n, this ex#rience, it*is not enough merely to be acquainted with it,
L .i-"f, to trairscribe ih. lrt.rt resoluiions. What it requires is the ability
and to test it independently' Anybody
;; ;;;;T'rhit
-i."fi* experience criticallv
modern working-class movement has
ihe
ho^*'enor*ously
*n"
branched oot *ill understand what a reserve of theoretical
"."*" ,na
""a pofitical (as well as revolutionary) experience is required to
Foi..,
i"iiii .ti, ,isk." obviously, in countries where the proletariat- has .gained

og.-

;;;,
knin

the problem is many times more complex than that referred to by

here.
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r93r and 1934 in the history of the Communist party of
^. .Between
China
there were doctriniires who refusei ro recognize China,s ,f.in.
characteristics, mechanically copied certain .*p..i.ir.., of the Rirssian
,
revolution, and caused serious riverses to the revglutionary forces of our
country. These reverses were a profound lesson to our'party. In the
period between the Tsunyi conference of 1935 and the partyis seventh
National congress held in 1945,
our part!-ihoroughly liquidated this
-line,
extremely harmful- doctrinaire
united' all its "*.r.rb.ir, including
those who had made mistakeg developed the people's forces and thus won
victory for the revolution, If this had not bein ione, victory would have
been impossible. It is only because we discarded the'doctrinaire line that
it has become possible- foi our Party to make fewer mistakes in learning
trom the experience of the soviet union and other brother countries. It is
because of this too (hat we are able to understand fully how necessary
and arduous it is for ou-r Polish and Hungarian comrades to correct today
the doctrinaire errors of the past.
Errors of doctrinairism, whenever and wherever they occur, must be
set right. w_e shall continue our efiorts to correct and pievent such errors
in our work. Bu-t opposition to doctrinairism has nothing in common
with tolerance of revisionism. Marxism-I-eninism recognles that the
communist movements of various countries necessarily -have their own
national characteristics. But this does not mean that ihey do not share
certain basic features in common, or that they can depart from the universal
truth of Marxism-Leninism. In the present'anti-docirinaire tide, there are
people in our counrry_ and
who, on the pretext of opposing the
-abroad

mechanical copying of soviet experience, rry to deny the in^ternaiionat
_
significance
-of the {undamental experience oi the Soviet Union and, on
the _plea of creatively developing Marxism-Leninism, try to deny the
significance of the universal truth- of Marxism-kninism.
Because stalin and the former leaders in some'socialist countries committed the scrious mistake of violating socialist democracy, solne waverers
in communist ranks, on the pretexi of developing ro.i"lirt democracy,
attempt to weakea or renounce the dictatorship o1 the proletariat, the
democratic centralism of the socialist state, and the leading rore oi the
Party.

There cannot be any doubt- that in a proletarian dictatorship the dictatorship over the counter-revolutionary forces must be closely'.o*Li.r.d
-that
with .the broadest scope of people's,
is, socialist, democracy. The
re-aryq why the dictatorship of the proletariat is powerful, why it is'capable
of defeating po-werful enemies at -home and abroad to'"rr*rr. th. g.eat
historic task .of achieving socialism, is that it is a dictatorship of" the
working people over the exploiters-a dictatorship of the maiority oue. the
minority-.and gives the broad masses of the working people'a democracy which is- unattainable under- any bourgeois dem-ociacy. Failure to
forge close links with the mass of the worklng people and'to gain their
enthusiastic support makes it impossible to .i.blirh the dictailrship of
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the proletariat, or at any rate impossible to consolidate

it'

The more

d..o*.r, the more necessary.it is. for the p.role;;,.'r;;;j;t;
"i"ggr.
and complettly, on the broad masses of the
iJrol"t.ly
most
i"ri"t to rely,
io Ur;r,g irrto irli play theii revoiutionary enthusiasm to defeat
p..pi.
^ra
ih. .o,rt tet-tevolutionary forces.
-'-Td
.;ilri.r,.. of t(e stirring and seething mass strugglis in. the Soensumg . crvll rrr/ar
is from Soviet experience in-that.period

viet Union during the October Revolution and the

;r;rJ this truth ?o tn. f"tt. It
*"t derived' The
P"rty ,o often talke
ii;;il"'ilrt--ii"."-o"i
"6't
on direct.action
mainly
then-iepended
Uriion
Soviet
the
in
;;.:i;"ggles
-rhere
was litde.possibility for
oi th. p.ofl., and naturaly
;ili;;;;
oerfect democratic pro.t*., to develop.' Although after the elimination
the counterif the exptoiting clisses and the wiping out in the main ot of.the
proledictatorship
the
for
rr...*"r"y
still
it
was
,.r"f",i""'rry iJr..r,
be
;;;t.. ;; aJa *it6 .orrrt.r'r.rolrtionaiy remnants-theseitscould not
should
existed-yer
qdge.
imperialism
as
*i".i .rr-."*pl.t.tv ,o-io"i
forces of foreign im'
il;;;-# r""-ifuv iir*ted Tgainst'the aggressive
of the country, demolife
political
in
the
oerialism. In these circumstanles,
and perfected;
developed
grad,rally
U..r
tr"r.
fiit#il,}..-,-rtr;;iJ
the.p.9ql. over th€
in.'r"Jf"im

ilA-;F;

perfected; i:pervisi,on. by

d.*o.r"tii.m.ethods'of administering the
;;;*;'r*r--r"*#f,.".ai
the state organs
;;;;; ""i;;r,"ginSienterpiises developed; links between
hand' and the
one
the
on
enteiptises
,"tio,rt
.r"J,n. u"ai.r iarf,i"iti.iinl
any of these
impairing
on the Jer, f;rade closer; hindrances
;;;J;;;,
tenbureaucratic
on
chcck
frrmci
a
and
Put
ii"[r a"". awav
-ihewith
ctimination of classes, the class struggle should not
i."a.--^-nf*
done by Stalin' with
;;;;i;". to bc stresseJ "t il.i"! intcnsified, as it wasdemocracy.was
hamsocialist
oi
deielopment
healthy
rn"t
the
ifr"-r.r"fr
in
right
completely
is
Union
So'itt
ih.
oered. The Communist darty of
resp€ct'
this
in
mistakes
Stalin's
hr*ly .orr..ting
.t dlctatorr.Socialist deriocracy should in no way be pitted against the.
shio "Ti;-J.
of the proletaiiai; nor should it be confused with bourgeois democcul;tr" ;f- *.Lri" democracy, in political, econom.ic and and
;.i.
proletariat
the
of
iause
socialist
the
*.r,g,t."
i"rii n.iJr ;ii[.;-i; .
;. ;]r" ,'op' to their energies.for.the^building of
;ii;'il;;;6;';.p[,
pliv in the fight,against
;;Jiil, ;Jii uii"i thJi' .',.tgits.into full
that can.be used
democracy
of
kind
is"a
there
forces.'If
Ji "",i_#i"list
the cause of socialism, this

purpor.s and for
"rrtioo.i"list
not socialist democracy.
is 'S;;1."p1.,-ho*.r..,
certainlv
""
do not-see things that w_ay.,Their. r.eaction to
this most"clearly._In thg past the demoi.real.d
hrs
.r.iir-i"fi;G;ry
.ratic riehts ani rlvolutionary enthusiasm of the Hungarian worktng peo*trit. tt counter-revolutionaries were not dealt the
;i.;;?];;J
easy j.or the counter[i"* ,fr.V a.!erv.d, *ith the result that it-was fairly
the discontent of the
of
advantagt
take
to
i956,
i.rotrrtlo|r".io, in October
armed revolt' This showed that' in the past'
an
organize
to
-"rr.,
,^ai.i","*f,+?iih. prot.tariat had not 5"en really established in Hungary'

foi

weakening
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Yet when Hungary was facing its crisis, when it lay between revolution and
counter-revolution, between socialism and fascijm, betwe€n peace and
war, how did Communist intellectuals in some countries see-the probleml They not only-but
did not raise the question of realizing a dictatoiship

of the orole_tariat
came out againit the righteous a"ction taken b'y
the Soviet Union in aiding the socialist forces Jf Hungary, They came
forward to declare that the counter-revolution in Hungary was a ':revolution" and to demand that the Worker-Peasant Revolu[onary Government
extend "democracy" to the counter-revolutionaries. In cirtain socialist
countries some newspapers are even to this day wantonly discrediting the
revolutionary measuieJ taken by the Hunsaiian Crcmmunists whJ are
lShtinS heroically under dificuit condition-s, while hardly a word has
been said by them about the reactionary international campaign against
Communism, against the people and against peace. What ii thE meaning
oj these strange facts? It means that ihose '?socialists" who depart from
the dictatorship_ of the_ proletariat to prate about "democracyt' actually
stand with the bourgeoisie in opposition to the proletariat; thit they are,
-socialism,'though

in

efiect, asking

for capitalism-and

opposing

many

apong they may _themselves be unaware of that fact. Lenin pointed out
time and again that the theory of the dictatorship of the pioletariat is
the most.essential part of Marxisml that acceptanie or rejection of the
dictatorship of the proletariat is "what constitutes the most profound
diflerence between the Marxist and the ordinary petty (as welf as big)
bourgeois." T,enin asked the Hungarian proletarian regime of r9r9 to
use "mercilessly ri_gorous, swift and resolute force" to suppress the counterrevolutionaries. "'Whoever has not understood thisr" hE said, .'is not a
revolutionary, and should be removed from the post of leader or adviser
of the proletariat." So if people reject the fundamental Marxist-kninist
principles regarding the dictatorship of the proletariar, if they slandero.usly-dub these princiFles "stalinism" and "doctrinairism" simpiy because
t!e.y.
$.v-e perceived the mistakes committed by Stalin in the-latter part
of his life and those made by the former Hungarian leaders, they wili be
taking the p-ath that leads to betrayal of MarxiG-Leninism and away from

the cause

of

proletarian revolution.

Those who reject the dictarorship of the proletariat also deny the need
for centralism in socialist democracy and tlie leading role played by the

in socialist countries. To Marxist-Leninists,-of course,
such ideas are.nothing.new.
.Engels_pointed our long ago, when struggling against the anarchists, that as long as rhere is ioncerted action t
any social organization there must be a certain degree of authority and
subordination. The relation between authority and-autonomv is relative
and the scope of their application changes with difierent rt"g.r of the developm-ent of society. Engels said that "it is absurd to spea[ of the principle of authority-as being absolutely evil, and of the priniiple of autonomy
as being absolutely good," and that anyone who insisted bn such an absurdity was in fact to "serye reaction." fn the struggle against the Men-

proletarian party
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knin brought out most clearly the decisive significance of the
;;";i;.tG;.itrtip'or the Party--for- the proletarian cause' When criti.iii"i tn. German Communist'4lif(' !n r91o, Lenin,stressed tha-t to

sheviks,

rol. of the Party, to deny-the part played by.leaders
and'to reject diiipline, is tantamount "to completely disarming the Proletariat in the interest of the bourgeoisie. It is tantamount- to that Petty-

denv"the leadinq

bourseois difiuseness, i"rt"Uifity, in"capacity

for sustained effort' unity

and

org"f,ir.d action, which, if indulged-in, must inevitably destroy everyrprot.t'rri." revolutionary *or.rrr.rrt.i Have these principles become obsolete ?
countriesl
A;;-;irt ;rpoi*6t to the qpecifrc conditions in certain
The
Wiff ,t.iit apilii."tion f."a i" tlie repetition of Stalin's mistakes? iave
Marxism-Leninism
of
pilt.ipttt
irtit.
""..';
;;;;.; l; "6.iirttry
international Comri*a ,n. test of hi.tory in the developmcnt of thenot'a
single case that
and
countries,
socialist
oi
the
*n"iri*ou.*ent and
b. called an exaePtion to them has been found so far'
;----StAi";,
lie in the practice of democratic centralism
mirtakes aiJ
"o,
leadership by the Party into efiect; it lay
putting
in
nor
affairs,
,tri.
ir,
Getds and to a certain degree,.he under;;.;i;;iy;,# f".i tt",, i" ceitain
leadership by the Party' The correct
and
centialism
irirrod i.^o"ratic

in state afiairs and the proper strengthril.,i.. of democrati...n,irfitparty
in.
the socialist cause are the basic guarthe
uy
il;-;fL;;irr+
to unite their
,t.t the .ountiies ir. th.' socialist camp will be able
vigorand-gr.ow
their-diftculties
"ni.!,
overcome
;;r[. dcfeat their enemies,
all counter5".i".'lilr ,r".ir.iv for this rcason that the imperialists and
that
; "ii".t ing our cause, have alwavs. demandedwreck;;i;#;;t5;;G;;
on
forces
theii
concentrated
f,"ri
,ft.y
;;;1ilili;;,1'ifr",
causi, and on destroyin€ the Communist
i"" ,n. f."aite bodies Lf or,t "'t*"yt
They have expressed grqal satlstactron
proletariat.
the
of
corePa?tv. the
iliil ;;;;'iir,rUifi.'v'; i" certain t*i"litt countries, reiulting from the

i_p"ir_.ii-.r ;ir.tpli;.: in the party

and the srare organs, and are taking

of this to i"t*rify theii acts of sabotage. These facts show
o[ democratic
;i;; 'is"1i.;;..' of upholding the aulhoritvinterests
il;';;il;
of the
.r in n.r[y to the basic
;;r"iir- ;;i;."l".;;G,or.
the
in
centralism
the
that
doubi
no
is
ili" p."pf.. it.r"
;;;-;i
;;; J d.-udr"ti. centralism must rest on a broad basis of democracy,
advanrase

ties with the masses.
,'J;il,h;-p;;;r-l."iership must maintain close
and ove.rcome'
criticized
firmly
be
must
respect
this
e.* ,torr.o*ings'in
consolidating
purpose.of
thi
for
;il r*h';;i;iril ;ir;[ t.'*"d. only
Partn
of
Ieadership
strengthe;ing-the
of
a.*.*"iit centralism "nd
,the
disorganization and contusron

r, ,rr"ria in no circumstances bring about
proletariat, as Jur enemies desire'
i"
'- tft. t"ntt of the
on the _preail."?-irr"r. *tf- "* tryirrg. to revise Marxism-Leninism
tntt'
d:ll-tf,:
who
some
are
a*tti""itffiothert
fmglv
drctator-

the bourgeots
"*;;^;ffib;,i'g
i;; ;.;";;"tio,i line between the proletarian and
and- between the
systems
capitalist
tt'i
shio. between th" ,*i"-litt *J
is possible for
them,.it
to
According
;;;p".
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certain tourgeois
.countries to build socialism without going through a
proletarian revolurion led by the Party of the proletariat ,n"d wi-thout seiting
up a state led by the same, the itate capitalism in those countries is
socialism itself, and
.even human. society as a whole has already been
"growing into" socialism.
But while these people are publicizing such
ideas, the imperialists are mobilizing all available military, ecoiomic,
diplomatic, espionage and . "moral" f&ces, actively preparing' to "undermine" and "disrupt" bocialist countries which have- been esltablished for
rnany years. The bourgeois counter-revolutionaries of these counbies,

who are in hiding at home or living in exile, are still making every
effort to stage a comeback. while the revisionist trend serves thelnterest
of the imperialists, the actions of the imperialists do not benefit revisionism but point to its bankruptcy.

IV

' It is one of the most urgent tasks of the proletariat

of all countries in

its fight against imperialisr onslaughts ro strengthen its international solidarity. The imperialists and reactionaries in various countries are trying
in a thousand and one ways to make use of narrow nationalist sentiments
and of certain national estrangements among the peoples to wreck this
-Stauch

solidarity, thereby destroying the Communist cause.
proletarian
revolutionaries firmly uphold this solidarity, which they regard as being
in the common interest of the working class of all countries. Waverin!
elements have taken no firm, clear<ut itand on this question.
The Communist movement has.been an international movement from'
its very inception, because the workers of various countries can throw off
joint oppression by the bourgeoisie of various countries and attain their
conimon aim only by common effort. This international solidarity of the
Communist movement has gready helped the proletariat of various countries in developing their revolutionary cause.

The triumph of the Russian October Revolution gave enormous imto the fresh advances of the international proletirian revolutionary
movement. In the 39 years since the October Revolution, the achieve-

petus

of the international Communist movement have been immense,
has become a powerful, world-wide political force. The world
proletariat and all who long for emancipation place their hopes on a
ments

and

it

bright future for mankind on the victory bf this movement.
During these past 39 years the Soviet Union has been the center of
the international Communist movement, owing to the fact that it is the
first triumphant socialist country, the most powerful and experienced
country in the socialist camp since its emergence, capable of giving the
most significant help to othler socialist coun-tries'"rrd to the [eoplts of
various countries in the capitalist world. This is not the result o1 anyone's
arbitrary decision, but the natural outcome of historical conditions. in the
interests of the common cause of the proletariat of difierent countries,
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o, the imperiarist,
ii ,",", resistance ,. *.':#;'::t:T:111.",,"
the United States, and of the economic and

;il;],;;il

of
uJ-ir'.
'J.'s to all socialist countries, we must,continue to
cultural .rpr,rrgl common
,rr."jit.rf i.iJrr,"tional proletaria nsolidarity with the Soviet Union as its
cent€r.
--irri.rrr"tiondl solidarity of the Communist Parties is an entirely new
*".-"i-r.f"ii."rtrip i" hlm"r, history. It is natural that its development

.H;b.'f;;-}r"il-jim."lties. The'Communist Parties must seek un-ity
His;i i;-;"4 ;hJ ;r well as maintain their respective independence.
.
no
ts
if
there
to
occur
bound
aremistakes
that
experieirce
torical
Proves
neglected'
is
other
the
or
if
one
;;; iniesration'of
-C"**""istthese two aspects;
among themsil;'"ld ,fr.

Parties maintain relations of equality

ir r[*r

oiif'th.

,.1r., "rrd reach common understanding and takL concerted action
be
;h;;gh;;";i*,-""d not nominal, exchan[e. of views, their unity.will
rti""fifr"1""a. Conversely, if, in their mutual relatioasr-one.party imposes
uDon others,

parties use the method of interference in

.-f,f, .,fr.rf internal afiairs irrrte"i of comradely suggestions and criticism,
their
unitv will be impaired.
*-i"-a-#

,*i"tiri .oirrtri"r, the Communist Parties have assumed the
be*rp"".ilifi.y-J leadership in the afiairs-of the state, and relations
respective
their
berween
relations
the
directly
involve'
often
i*J"" ,t.*
..""iri* ""a peoples, so the propir handling of such relations has become

a problem demanding even greater .care.
'Marxism-6ninism" has iways insistcd upon combining proletarian
i"t**ii""4it* with the patrioiism of the people of -various countries'
in a
il.f, C"**unist party m^ust educate its members and the people.
peoof
all
interests
national
true
the
;il ;i iri.rn"tio"rlir-; b..aure
ptl*:rii f- fri.tafy cooperation among nations' On the other hand, each
Ummunist Party must'represent thJ legitimate national interests and
,.",-ir*"" of its twn peopli. Communistihave always been true patriots,
;;d--;-h|} .*a.rrt""a in"^t it is only when.they correctly represent the
and
interests and sentiments of their nation that they-really enioy the trust
them in
i.r" "f the broad masses of their own people, effectively educate
l"t r"rtl"""tism and harmonize the natibnal sentiments and interests
*of the peoples of difierent countries.
?; :r-r6grh.r, th" irrt.rrational solidarity of the socialist countries, each
Communist"Party must respect the national interests and sentiments of
oth.i .orrntrio. tnir is of ispecial importance for the Communist Pa-rty
To
Uij., country in its relations *ith that of a smaller.country.
of
a
Party
"ithe
"
country.,
smaller.
avoid aiy resentm;nt ot t\e part of the
Iarser country must constantly iake care to maintain an attitude of equality.

Communist
er-f*ri" ;ftrtty said, "Ir is the duty of the class-conscious
sentiments
national
of
survivals
the
to
treat
.ootttties
oE
"f and nationalities which have been oppressed for the
"."f.*i",
;;;;; A" .*"t.i.r
tonn"it
*-'i; periods with special caution and special attention"'great-nation chauil h."e alreaiy said, Stalin dispiayed certain
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vinist tendencies in relations with brother Parties and countries. The
of such tendencies lies in being unmindful of the independent and
equal status of the Communist PartiEs of various lands and- that of the
socialist countries within the framework of international bond of union.
There are definite historical reasons for such tendencies. The time-worn
habits of big countries in their relations with small countries continue to
make their infuence felt in certain ways, while a series of victories achieved,
by a.Party or a counrry in its revoluiionary cause is apt to give rise to a
certain sense of superiority.
essence

. For these reasons, systematic efiorts are needed to overcome great-nation
*to
chauvinist tendencies. Great-nation chauvinism is not peculiar
,ny o.r.
country. For instance, country B may be small and backward compared
to country A, byt big and advanced cbmpared to country C. Thus country
B, while complaining of great-nation chiuvinism on part of Country A,
may oJten assume the airs of a great nation in relation to .or'rntry C. What
we Chinese esqecially must bear in mind is that China too was a big
empirg during the Han, Tang, Ming and Ching Dynasties.
Although it ii
-of
true that in the hundred years afier the midtle
the rgth Gntury,
China became a victim o{ aggression and a semi colony and authough she
is still -economically and culturally backward today, nevertheless, under
changed conditions, great-nation chauvinist tendenciei wil certainly become
a setious- danger if we do not take every precaution to guand against them.
It should, furthermore, be pointed out ih;r some signs "of thir ianger have
already.b.gurr-to- appear lmong some of our perionnel. That was why
emphasis was laid on combatting the tendency of great-nation chauvinism
both in the resolution of the Eighth National-Congress of the Communist
Party of-China and the statement of the Governrnent of the People,s Republic of China issued on Novembe r r, t956.
But it is not only great-nation chauvinism that hinders international
proletarian unity. In the course of history, big countries have shown disrespect for small countries and even oppressed them; and small countries
have distrusted big ones and even become hostile to them. Both rendencies
still exist to a greater or lesser extent among the peoples and even in the
ranks of the- working class of various couniies. Thai is why, in.order to
strengthen the international solidarity of the proletariat, apart irom the
primary t1sl1 of- overcoming great-nation chauvinist tendeniies in bigger
countries, it is alsci necessary to overcome nationalist tendencies in smIIIer
countries. No matter whether their country is big or small, if Communists
counter-pose the interests of their own country and nation to the general
"pn.t.*t
interests of the international proletarian
-ou...'.rrt, make this ,
for opposing the general interests, and not seriously to maintain inter^
national proletarian solidarity in actual practice bui on the contrary to
drylg: it, 4.J will be committing a serious mistake of violating'the
principles

of

internationalism and Marxism-kninism.

Stalin's mistakes aroused grave dissatisfaction among people

in

certain

24

Eastern European countries. But then ncither is the attitude of somc people
in these countries towards the Soviet Union iustifiod. Bourgeois- nationalir,, try their best to exagg€rate the shor-tcomings of the Soviet Union and
ouerlook the contributiEis it has made. ThIy anempt to Prevent the

the imperialists treat-.thcir iountry and
;rd. ];;-t6i"[i"g how would did
not exist. We Chinese Communists
ih.ii. o.oole if the S"oviet Union

"r.
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,.ry

glad to

see

that the communist Parties of Poland and Hungary

putting a Erm check on the activities of evil elements that
"irl"fy
"*
rumors and stir up national antagonisms in relations
i"Uri."t.
"'rrti-Sorii
countries,. and also that these parties have set to work ot
with brother
preiudices existing among some sections of the masses
Jirpit
""tio"alist
among ionie of the Part! m.m[rs. This is clearly one of the
n'i .r",
;;;r;;g.;tly riceded to consolidate friendly relations among the socialist
countries.
-

As we pointed out above, the foreign policy of the Soviet Union has,
in the main, conformed to the interests of the international proletarrat,
th. oooressei nadons and the peoples of the world' In the Past 39 years,
ift. Sf,'U., DeoDIe have mad. irem.ndous efiorts and heroic sacrifices in

,iair* tt. '."r'r" of the peoples of the various countries. Mistakes comria"Z Uy Stalin certainly ca.rnot detract from these historic achievements
of the gieat Soviet peoPle.
, :
The- Soviet Govirnment's efforts

to improve relations with Yugoslavia,

in Novemits declaration of October "deterriination
3c,, t956, and it1 talks with Poland
of the Communist Party of the
ber ros6 all manifest the
Sori.i-U.rion and the Soviet Government to thoroughly eliminate past
*irt"ket in foreign relations. These-stePs by-the Soviet Union are an im-

*;r"rtt contribuf;on to the strengthcning of the international solidarity
of
- the proletariat.
Obviously at the present moment, when .the.imperialists are launching
fr.rrzied atticks o1 ih. Communist ranks in the various countries, it is
for the proletariat of all nations to strive to s,trengthen its
"...rrrry As we'aie faced-with-porverful enemies no word or deed, no
raia"titl,.
matter *h"t .r"*. it goes by, which harms the solidarity of the interna-

tional communist ran"ks, can hope to rec€ive any sympathy from the
Communists and working people of the various countries'
The strengthening "i it.- inrernational solidarity of the-proletariat,
with the Soviit Unio"n as its core, is not only in the interest of the world
oroletariat but also in the interests of the independence .movement of all
irrr.rr.a nations, and of world peace. Through their own experience, the
b'rird mrrr.s of ihe people in Asia, Africa and Latin. Am-erica. easily una.irtrna who are thiir enemies and who their friends. That is why the
ir"p.ii"iir,-i"stigated campaign against Communism, against the. people
,rrf "nri.rrt pel.e h", .rokJd tJ f"ittt a resPonse, with only a hahdful
than r,ooo million people who inhabit these continents.
amo.,pithe
-p.ov. more
revolutionary proletiriat of the Soviet Llnion, China,
the
that
F".ts
th"t of the imperialist countries are all
th. oiher socialist countries

"od
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of Egypt's struggle against aggression, and of the inin the countiies of-Asia, ATiica and Latin America.
The socialist countries, the proletariat in the imperialist countries, and
the countries striving for national independence-these three forces have
bonds of common interest in their struggle against imperialisrr and their
mutual .support and assistance is of the greatest signifiiance to the future
of mankind and wodd peace. Recendy the impeiialist forces of aggression have again created a certain degree of tension in the internaiional
situation. But with the joint struggle of the three forces we have mentioned, plus thc concerted eflorts of all other peaceJoving forces in the
world, a new lessening of such tension can be-achieved. Ahe imperialist
forces of
failed to $ain anything from their invasion of egypt;
-aggression
instead, they were dealt a telling blow. Furthermore, thanks to the -halp
staunch supporters

dcpendence movemenr

given. by the Soviet troops to the Hungarian people, the imperialists were
frustrated in their plan to build an ourpost of-wir in Eastern Europe and

to disrupt the solidarity of the socialist camp. Socialist countriis are
persisting in their efforts for peaceful coexistence with the capitalist countries, to develop diplomatic, economic and cultural relations with them, to
settle international disputes through peaceful negotiations,

to

oppose

for a new world war, to expand the peace area in-the
world, and to broaden the scope of application of the five principles of
peaceful coexistence. All these efiorts will certainly win evei morl sym-

preparations

pathy fr_om the oppressed nations and the peaceJoving peoples throughout
the world.
The strengthening of the international solidarity of the proletariat will
make the imperialist warmongers think twice beforc embarking upon
new adventures. Therefore, despite the fact that the imperialists ire itill
trying _to resist the efforts described above, the forcei for peace will
eventually triumph over the forces of war.

The international Communist movement has only a history of 92
years, reckoning from the establishment of the First International tn
1864. Despite many ups and downs, the progress of the movement as a
whole has been very rapid. During the First World War, there appeared
the Soviet Union, covering one-sixth of the earth. After the Second World
W'ar, there appeared the camp of socialism, which now has a third of
the world's population. When the socialist states cornmit er.rors of one
kind or another, our enemies are elated while some of our comrades and
friends become dejected; a number of them even waver in their confidence
is to the future of the Communist cause. Flowever, there is little cause
for our enemies to rejoice or for our comrades and friends to feel deiected
or to waver. The proletariat has begun to rule the state for the firsi time
in history; in_ some countries this occurred only a few years ago, and in
the oldest only a few decades ago. So it is impossible io expeit that no
failures should be encountered. Temporary and partial failures have occurred are stil occurring, and may occur

in the future. But any

person I
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with foresight will not feel dejected and pessimistic because of them.
Failure is iire mother of success. Recent temporary, partial failures have
enriched the political experience of the international proletariat and will

help to pave the way for great successes in the endless years to come. Compat.d *1th the history of-the bourgeois revolutions in Britain and France,
ihe failuret in our iause are insignificant. The bourgeois revolution in
Britain started in 164o. After vanquishing the king, this was followed by
Cromwell's dictatorship. Then cami the restoration of the old royal house
in 166o. It was not until 1688 when the bourgeois party, staging a coup
d'etat, invited to England a king who brought along with him troops and
naval forces from T-he Netherlands that the British bourgeois dictatorship
was consolidated. During the 86 years from the outbreak of the French

in ry89 to fii5,

when ihe Third Republ-ic Jvry established, the
bourgeois revolution in Fiance went through a particularly storm.y..period,
swin"ging in rapid succession between progress and reaction, republicanism
-mo--narchism,
revolutionary terror and counter-revolutionary. terror,
and
civil war and foreign war, the conquest of foreign lands and capitulation
to foreign states, futhough the socialist revolution faces the concerted
oppositiJn of the reactionaries throughg-ut the world,- its course- as a
whole is smooth and remarkably steady. This is a true reflection of the unparalleled vitality of the socialist system. Though the international cominunirt -o".*.nt has met with some setbacks recently, we have learned
many helpful lessons from them. We have corrected, o-r are c-orrecting,
the mistakes in our own ranks which need to be rectified. When these
errors are righted, we shall be stronger and more firmly united -than ever
before. Contiaiy to the expectation of our enemies, the cause of the proletariat will not be thrown back but will make ever more progress'
But the fate of imperialism is quite difierent. There, in the imperialist
wodd, fundamental clishes of interest exist between imperialism and the
oppreised nations, among the imperialist countries themselves, and betivien the government ani the people of these imperiali5l 6egn11ie5. fhese
clashes wii[ grow more and mlre- acute and there is no cure for them.

revolution

Of course] the new-born system of proletarian dictatorship_ still_ faces
many difrcufties, and has vaiious we4[,nesses. Rut,. -compargd with the
time wheo the Soviet lJnion was struggling by itself, the situation is a
and
lood d."l bener. And what new birth ii noiattended with difficulties
turns
and
twists
many
However
the
future.
is
issue
The
iveaknesses?
mav await us on our forward journey, humanity will eventually reach
its Lright destiny--Communism. There is no force that can stop it.

Ihe Significance of the )()(th Congress,

CPSU

By Palmiro Togliatti

IN rHE working-class and socialist while utilizing
movement of the entire world, and for
us Communists, especially, as the
conscious vanguard in this movement,

the most important fact of the recent
period has been the XXth Congress
of the Communist Party of the Soviet

of the revitalizing
change which it announced, justified,
determined. There are tyvo great Pillars
IJnion, because

that all the decisions of this

Congress

the XXth Congress] it is impossible
not to see the necessity for profound.
correction and a tdrn to a new course.
But one observation must be made.
The close connection existing between

the new positions of principle and polit:

ical activity stated with such clarity,
and the criticism and denunciation of
the erroneous course followed by Stalin

in the period the Congress

rest on. The first is the declaration of

was not brought out

the existence of a system of socialist

states, which accompanies the collapae
of col6nialism; the second, is the denunciation of wrong political trends
under the leadership of Stalin, which,
according to the description given by
the Soviet comrades, led to ". . . brutal

violations of the I*ninist principles of
leadership, to brutal violations of socialist legality . . . ", with consequences

that went to the length of the

with the

consequence

of the

necessary evidence. Because'

of socialist society, but
they were capable of causing--:and did
cause-even greater damage when the
passage was being made from the constructoin and existence of socialism in
one country alone, to the existence of
a socialist world made up of a system

From the Congress discussions, im-

of the possibility of

indicatedr.

sharp relief

construction

com-

portant conclusions have been drawn
in regard to the strategy and the tactics of the Communist movement; the

ing war in

in

of this a point of the very greatest importance, theoretical as well as practical, has remained cloudy. These errors in political activity, which the
Congress revealed, not only had
never been compatible with our principles and with our program and not
only did they cause damage to the

mission of criminal acts.

affirmation

parliamentary institu--

tions. And from the revelations Iat

avoid-

of

changes

in the structure of the world; the

states.

. ft ir

consists of Section Two of the Rq>on
to the Eighth Congress of the Communist Party
of Italy. It was translated for Political Affahs, W
A. Schechter, ftom L'Unita, December 6, 1956.
The section was entitled as above; the entire Report was entitled, "!or the Italian Road to So-

recognition of the possibility of an ad-

vance towards socialism which may
exclude insurrection and is carried out
within the orbit of democratic legality,

cialism"-Ed,

a7
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This defect is due perhaps to the
:fact that the powerful denunciation
,of errors so grave that they went to
:the point of crime, was not accompanied immodiately by a deep-going
investigation and by critically pointing
',out their origins and the conditions
under which they were committed.
They were treated within the confines
-of a dramatic posthumous signalizing
of the aberrations in the character of,
and the wrongs done by, a lcader;
instead of searching out what distortions had been produced and had to
'be
corrected in the political order;
what the causes were which had bcen
"able to produce them; and what, as a
result, the method should bc which
rvould definitely do away with them.
This defect has in a certain measure
rendered more difficult the struggle
against the campaign of encmies of
.every stripe, who immediately maintained that the whole Soviet system,

Developments were not everYwhere
the same. In the Soviet Union the revelations had rightly been preceded
bv important c&re.tiont, which alriadv ionstituted the substance of a
.hanee. Problems of the development
of iniustry, of agriculture, of the polit-

ical direction of the Party were statcd
in a new way. The direction and activ'
itv of the security organs were altered
energetically and without hesitation.
Imdrtant corrections were made in
the^

scientific and cultural fields.

In China the Communist PartY
could not have found in this aoything
extraordinary. It had always had its

own original way of conducting itsafiairs, idapted to the conditions of
that great .ountty. There the building of a socialist society was being car'

riii

out under new forms and the life
of the Party also had its special charao
ter, growing out of the long and heroic
struggle which had created close bonds

and the whole socialist system as well,
must be considered responsible for the

bctween the Party and all strata of the

deeds which were revealed, and are
to be condemned on principle.

nese Communists

toiling population, and made the Chi-

the highest exPres'
sion of the national and social con'
sciousness

Mori serious, .however, seems to be
'the fact that from this defect there
resulted the absence of an immediate
.and complete evaluation of all the con'sequences which would have to be'expected from the XXth Congress re-

velation, and thus, what corrections

.and modifications, some

of them

found in character, ought to be

in all the countries

pro-

made

where Commun-

ists are at the head of the Staet and of
:society.

The Twentieth Congress and the nefor profound and courageous

cessity

.corrections in the peoples detnocracies
ol Eastern Earope,

of the whole Chinese people.

The XXth Congress discussions did,

however, come aJ a shock

to at

least

of the

peoples democracies, and
all probabillty a profound one. This

some

in

helps to explain why conditions continued to exist which should have been

faced swiftln and

courageouslY

changed; to explain the consequent be-

wildelment, the breaking of ranks, the
loss of control over events and the in'
sinuation into all this of treacherous
and violent action on the part of dass
enemies, as happened so dramatically

in

Hungary.

We consider of great importance the

fact that in the Soviet Union it has
been stated that the duty of the Soviet
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comrades is not simply fiot to oppose
The dcmands of cxternal defcnr
indispcnsable alterations in poliiicd and internal vigilance assumod 6rst
and personal trcnds which havc becn importance, and thcre was--though
adopted, but to participate in an active
noi everywhere; and not in equal
manner, with criticism and guidance, measures in all countries.-a certain
to the end that resistance may bc over- tendency for each land to isolate itcome, and thc alterations carried self within its own bordcrs. It probthrough. This-and nothing other- ably was at this moment that therc
was the content of the logic of the began to gain the uppcr hand the scrXXth Congress decisions.
vile imitation of the Soviet modcl in
The lag in confirming this opened the solution of prcblems connected
up the way to the most serious ionse- with the building of socialism and with
quences. In thc pcoples democracies the defcnse of the new power. It was,
of Eastern Europc nclv regimes arose also, the only modcl there wasl and
after the war, in thc coursc of the the Soviet Union was the only country

destruction of .thc reactionary regimcs
precqding it; and bccausc the prescncc
of Soviet troops barred a return to thc

past, to a capitdist restoration, reactionary in content. Thus the workingclas partics were able, with the peoplc's support, to place themsclves at
the head of a broad movement for a
revolutionary transformation of the
economic base and of the political
-of

structure of society. The face
this
part of Europe was changed, a part
which in the z5 prcceding ycars had
bcen a hornet's nest of imperialist
agents, of warmongcrs and fascists.
Problems were solved which for centuries had waited in vain for solution,
such as the destruction of the feudal
landowning system; the bascs for the

construction of socialism were rapidly
created. Ncw expcriences in the ficld
of broad social and political collaboration were achieved. When the 6rst
stage of a bourgeois-democratic char-

acter had bcen effectivcly

mastered,

and passage towards the stagc of a
more definitcly socialist transformation began, the Cold War was
launched, and the situation was rendered still more dificult by the break
with Yugoslavia.

which ofiere'd help and suPPort to the
new dcmocracies, while the West kept
calling for the destruction of the new
regimes, and giving support to thc
reactionary forces which op€rated with
this aim in view.

The mechanical transposition of the
results of the great Soviet experience to
the new socialist lands, wrong in principle, necessarily rcvealed itself to bc

harmful

in

practice. Certain

principles which had guided

of

thc

to a

victorious solution the grave historical
problem of the passage to socialism in
one country, the .Soviet Union, cannot
have a universal valuc, nor can they

be copied mechanically.

I

am think-

ing, for example, of the rapid, obligatory organization of a heavy industryr

at the cost.of any sacrific€; of the necessity of developing fully all the basic
branches of industry; of thc expanrion
in the course of a few years of collectivization to the entire mass of the
agricultural population.
The mechanical transfcrence of thesc
Sovict examples to countries where
conditions were largely diffcrent, could
only create excessive dificulties, harsh
treatment and serious imbalances, ren-

dering accumulation more

onerous,

I

slowing the proc€ss of raising the
standard of living, and, at length, causing too heavy burdens to fall on the
shoulders of the workers and peasants.
The tendency to mask the difficulties
by uniustified repressive measuresr
reaching the point of the violation of
legality, aggravated the situation.
There is the additional fact that in
the countries of new democracy there
did not exirit a working-class vanguard
which was comparable to the Party of
the Russian Bolsheviks-in comPactness, in its moral force, its capacity for
work, and the breadth of its ties
with the masses. There was lacking,
as well, to sustain the new regimes,

forms rooted in organized democratic
trends, which would have integrated
the activity of parliamentary bodies,
while the trade unions did not fully
employ their function as a regulatory
forie in the country's economic devel-

opment through the defense of the
irnmediate demands of labor. Thus,
the democratic foundations both of eco'
nomic and political life were narrowed

down considerably.
In this manner something was for.
gotten that for us is a position of prin-

iiple-the necessity that the

advance

towards socialism be accomplished by,
and proceed from, the working ctass,
guided in varior.rs ways according to

existing conditions and the specific
economic, political, national and cultural character of each land.

Already in t9oz, discussing the program of the Russian Social Democratic
Workers Party, Lenin declared that
". . . the Russian program cannot be

.
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of the other
. ." This concept

identical with that

European countries. .

was thereafter constantly confirmed
and developed, an expression of it being his

speech on the

Italian question,

in r9zr, when, agairt, Lenin, said:
-

"We have never maintained that Ser'

rati would-in Italy--<opy the Russian revolution. It would be foolish to
say it. We are ir-rtelligent and flexible
enough to avoid a piece
this sort."

of stupidity of

Nor is the question here solelY of

resp€ct for national traditions and feelingi. Apropos of this, is the fact that
during recent Hungarian events we
have learned of things that amazed us,
as, for example, the suppression, bY
Hungarian comrades, of the festival
celebrating the 1848 revolution, which
would be, as if here we Italian Communists, should refuse to celebrate the
Fiue Days of Milan. The maior problem is to follow a political line which

it

possible to unite the workingclass forcCs, to gather around them the
broadest and most solid bloc of al-

makes

of classes and of political beliefs, of both urban and rural circlesl
liances

and

in this way to

isolate, progres-

sively, and render harmless the reactionary groupings, depriving them of

the possibility of all support-through
broad political action, and not alone
through security measures. A political
line of this sort cannot be elaborated
and cannot be applied, unless cognizance is taken of all thc specific characteristics of national life.

Two elements acre at the foundation
of eaents in Hungory: ideological isolation and obstinate rcsistance aboue,
and disintcgration belout.

The most acute period of the Cold
War being ended, the statement, made
at the XXth Congress, on the existence

of a

system

of

socialist states, merits

from the angle of the
situation of the countrics of new deconsideration

mocracy. A system of socialist states,
which has as its basis the recognition

of the

principle

of diverse paths

of

development towards socialism, must
be a system of independent states in
which the sovereignty of the smallest
countries cannot be limited and placed
in jeopardy by intervention and pressure on the part of the stronger states.

The Soviet declaration of

October

3oth, thoroughly expounded this principle, and it would have had' even
greater significance if this had been
done earlier, imrnediately following the

XXth

Congress. Then

it

would have
served as a stimulus to the individual
countries and the parties directing
them, to face courageously and put into
practice that change in direction which,

in

some

of

these countries especially,

was an urgent and vital

necessity.

Instead, what actually happened?
What happenod-and here I refer
especially to Flungary-was that the
most significant decisions and documents of the XXth Congress were, in

fact, brought

to the notice of

the

Party members and of public opinion;

but, while they stimulated the peoplg
to think, they did not stimulate the
directing. groups to act, and act with
energlr in a manner that would let

all see that the necessity turn was
being made under the firm leadership
of the Party. Thus there began that
process which necessarily brought
about an acute situation in Poland and
collapse in Hungary.

Ideological isolation, lack of foresight and stubborn resistance from
above, while below there sprung up
no longer criticism, but a veritable
publuc campaign of vilification against
the party leadership, the Party and the
entire regime. This campaign, to which

no really serious and reasoned

defense

CPSU

3r

was opposed by the Party, but only

lofty ind

schematic summary iudg-

in turn, further disintegration. The agitation at the noted
ments, caused,

Petofi Circle became, under these conditions, the premise for counterevolu-

tion, since into the void that

had

operied there inevitably entered the
class enemy and very sort

openly aiming

at the

of

adversary,

possibility of

overthrowing the new regime through
an armed insurrectional movement.

The regimes of peoples democracy

had not been

in existence

as long

as

the Soviet regime. The old reactionary ruling classes still maintain, especially in some countries, certain
strength and certain organizational
bases; they have the unconditional sup

port of western imperialism, and a
in th6 form

support manifesting itself

of the continuous call t

orevolt and

in organizing it.
In judging the facts of recent

concrete aid

hap-

penings we thus place the emphasis,
first of all, on the mistakes in political
Ieadership, continuod too long and not
corrected in time, and on the erroneous method of discussing them outside of the Party, destroying the unity

and the strength of the Party itself.
The gravest mistake, would be, however, to limit the matter to this, excluding, out of hand, the intervention
and the presence of the enemyr rrlore
or less justifying the recourse to vioIence agains the regime of peoples
democracy, or even the absurd appeal
to the masses against the Party. The
Party should have been leading them.
The enemy was not only the dollars
of the American imperialists, although
these are in themselves su6ciently effective, but is also the survival in men's

of falsely oriented ideals
and practices, because the minds of

consciousness
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men become transformed only in the
measure that it is possible to transform
the economic and political structure.

This array of diverse elements explains in part the gravity of Hungarian
events, resulting actually in the down-

fall of a regime which could and
should have had unbreakable bonds

with the working masses! resulting
in the disintegration of a Communist
Party and then, in a wide popular participation, under condiitons of the most
extreme confusion, in a rcvolt into

which, from the very first moments
there had insinuated themsilves, in
order to dominate it, the avowod class
enemy. Th.us there came about the
situation which rendered unavoidable,
as a harsh nccessity, the Soviet action
in order.to bar the road to the thing
that would have been the worst of all
and war. In other words,
-fascism
they
were carrying out not alone a
class duty, bu ta duty to all the forces
of democracy and peace.
'We

cannot be astonished that among
some workers there have been uncer-

tainty, hesitation and mistaken judgments, in the fact of such appalling
facts which' place before us iomplex

political questions, and which among
some, unable to orient themselves
quickly, seem to pose even matters of
conscience. These things must be overcome, and will be overcome by care-

ful

reasoning and persuasion, and by
concentrating our fire against the
enemy who is using events as ammunition, and against the forces of reaction which hope tha tnow they will be
able to raise their heads again.

Rclations belwecn the socialist countries today are posed in a ncw marrrrer
and at a high leael.
The criticisms and revelations of the

Congress, when they are accorded thelr

propir value, create the conditions for
a new and a multiple forms, within
broad confines. The socialist world is
strengthetning itself by renewing itself,
is carrying through a process of internal

articulation and unification, breaking

up schematic forms and incrustations
which hinder its forward thrust, organizing more solid ti'es with the

working masses, liquidating illegality,
the absurd limitations on democratic
rights, accepting debate and meeting
openly face to face ideologies that differ from ours, liberating science and
art from curbs that were injuring them.

The relations between the individual
socialist countries age being built in a

new way, as I have already pointed
out. And we must also add here.--although this theme is outside of our

scoprthat also in the field of economic relations between these lands
we are probably at the initiation of a
new perio'd, in which these relations
would seem to be developing to a
higher level. This flows from the
need to relinquish mechanical and
slavish imitation of Soviet achievements in this field. The Soviet Union
has up to this time providod an enormous amount of aid for the develop
ment of the socialist countries, aid in
overcoming their difficulties, in building factories, in the mastery of the
most advanced technical achievements,
up to the level of the most modern
atomic installations;

to

If it

were possible
calculate the material value of this

aid, the total would run into astronomical figures. The people of the
Soviet Union, by this obligation they
assumed and carried out, by this sacri-

fice they made, have won the imper-

ishable gratitude

of the

whole
working-clas.s movement. But the time
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has arrived in which the method of ties of the Cominform, also, there was
this aid has become inadequate to a tendency towands a certain sectarian
solve the true problem, which is that isolation, demonstrated in the incorof establishing a system of economic rect decision which led to the break
cooperation which, without in any with the Yugoslav Communist movemanner injuring the independence and ment. The indispensable seeking, by
sovereignty of the individual states, each Party for its own road for adshall permit, through a sort of inter- vancing tgwards and struggling for
national division of labor, the reduc- socialism, and not alone for its road to
tion of costs, a rise in productivity, inner development, demands autonoand hence a greater well-being in each my of inquiry and of judgment in
individual land. This has always

been

the objective of which the founders
and the great teachers of our move-

ment spoke, when they looked towards

the future.
The conditions are such that objectively they demand and render possible a new forward thrust and new

in the Communist movement.
The critical moment which we arc
going through is thus not a moment
for revisionism, not for sterile medita-

progress

tion, but for creative development,

assuring definite new successes.
It is natural that the question of the
relations between the Communist par.

ties and the workers should, in t[ris
situation, pres€nt itself as an acute

problem, and in new forms. The Com-

munist International fulfilled a great
role in the past, through giving a
revolutionary orientation to the working<lass movement and educating
more than a generation of forces for it.

in its decisions, there ex.
certain sectarianism, which

Frequently,

isted

a

isolated

the

Communists

from

the

of workers. This sectarianism was, however, energetically
liquidated when,'faced by the threat

great masses

of fascism and of war, the unity of the
workers and democratic forces prescnted itself as the supreme necessity,
the primary task.
ln the brief and fragrnentary activi-

applying to national situations thc prinof Marxism-Leninism which
guide us. And these same principles
are not dogma: they furnish a method,

ciples

by following which we are in a position to understand reality, to adapt
action to this reality, and through such
action to develop the principles and
discovcr new laws regulating the crea-

tion of a socialist wodd; new orientations and directions for a C,ommunist
movement now a world force and a
movement of masses led by Commuq
ists, such as never existed until the
present day. To retain faith in basic
principles, and from them deduce that
which is necessary for our rejuvenation
is the task which today faces
-this
all
of us.

It is a dificult

task, and in order
through cflectively the help
----on a basis of reciprocity--+f all scctions of our movement, is indispensable, the help of all our Parties. There
no longer exists a unique organization and hence a unique direaing
center. Consideration was given to the
to carry

it

idea of a system of multipli grotrpings
and centers; but this organizational
form too appeared incompatible with
the full autonomy of each Party and of
such a nature that it would place upon
one or another of these an excessive
degree. of responsibility.
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Bilateral relationships between

t he

Comtnunist Parties and the Principles
o,l non-interaention in the internal matters ol each one,

"td from it. The fact is that in
be dra*t
various countries there exists a variety

of

The system of bilateral relationshipn
satisfies the need for autonoml, but
only if this is carried into effect with
serious intent, and in a concrete manner, taking into account the concrete

situation existing today. The content
of these bilateral relationship,s must
thus include, in the first place, mutual
knowledge and mutual .respect, and
must ailov-v-must solicit friendly crit-

ciism, which poses problems

encourages their investigation

oooosed the decisions of the XXth Congi6rr,
the conclusions which must

and

in depth.

What would be completely inadmissable, from wherever the impetus for
it might come,. would be a return to
.the systems which we have criticized
and overcome, the intervention in the
internal questions of other parties, the
transformation of criticism into attack
which spreads discredit and confusion,
the arbitrary distrust, the open or concealed support of factional struggle,
the stimulation of a split in the unity
of other Parties, or of our movement

a whole.
It is on the basis of these principles

as

that we have guided our relations with

the kague of Yugoslav Communists.
We consider this to be a positive

achievement, and consider instructive
the primary results of our study of the
expcriences of building socialism - in
Yugoslavia; and we intend to further
devilop this friendly relationship. We

should not, however, fall into

errors

which would violate the principles indicated above. We consider as dangerous, contrary to truth and uniust, the
attempt to split the Communist move'
ment into two Parts as though there
existed one section which on principle

methods

of

bringing about the

n€cessary corrections.

peoples democracies,

As

it

regards the

would be

a

ierious blunder to consider the situa-

tion revealed in Hungary as common
to all, or to close one's eYes to the
progress already attained, and to the
new successes achieved, as for instance
the recent Czech legislation on social
security.

There must be profound

changesl

events like those in Flungary, must
never, at any cost, take Place again.

But change does not mean a breakuP;

it. We guided the Italian working
class to take its stand at the head of
the struggle for national liberation,

movement.

groveled before the foreigner. From
ou rinternational class consciousness
derives no sentiment, no duty, no
bond, no position which can be con-

binding on all, but to clarify for all
the. positions held by those aitending,
and thus to increase the unity of th1

Also the representatives of organizations who are not CommuniJt, but
Social Democrats and democrats of
every variety, but which refuse to take
part-at the orders of reaction-in the
crucifixion of the Communists, could
also participate in similar meetings,
and this would be a step, even if a
small one, in the direction of overcoming the present split in the interna-

tional working-class movement, achieving, at least, creation of the conditions
under which in the future this split

ate unbreakable bonds with the masses.

can be healed.
The working-class movement has a
fundament l duty which is binding
upon it-that of internationalism; and

Intcrnational unity ol the uorfting-closs

k strengthened bY the
ol the indiuidual parties.

n ouetncnt

auronomy

All of

us feel

it

necessary-through

drawing closer and establishing contact between the difierent Parties
of our great international movementthat oui mutuual knowledge of the
questions we are seeking to solve in

difierent countries, even

though

through difiering methods, should become more exact and more profound.

opppsed to a return to any
form whatsoever of centralizod organization. But we do not exclude the

We are

possibility of the organization of international conferences of representatives of several Parties-we rather
hope it will gain support as a thing
that is useful to all-to examine proh
lems of special importance, and to
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study the diverse paths which are being followed for the solution of various situations; the aim of these meetirigs being not to elaborate decisions

and in order that such events shall not
be repeated, the unity and solidarity of

the working-class parties is necessary
and their proper activities, which cre-

CPSU

internationalism should be exprcssed
through an effective political solidarity,
not .only among the Parties which at
this time are carrying on the fight to

come to power, but also those Parties
which already are in power and arq
governing a state. If there is not inter-

national proletarian solidarity, there
can be no correct orientation either in

or internal policy.
This is not to say that we take a
nihilist approach to national sentimen!
lnd to national obligations, that is, to
the problems of the independence and
I'rcedom of a nation and to its traditions. When there was a tendency for
tlris sort of national nihilism to prevlil in some strata of workers, because
of the conditions of misery and neglect
irr which they were forced to live, we
hnve lrcen able to meet and overcome
external

and to make their own the banner of
independence, while the

ruling

classes

trary to the interests of the nation.
it is in the struggle for a socialist renaissance that the nation will
find the conditions for a loftier affirmation of its freedom and its sovRather,

ereignty, 'the conditions for progress
and for a fuller affirmation of- the
qualities which are peculiarly its own.
Socialism can never be imported

from abroad. It is a social ransformation which musr rise out of the labors

and the struggle of the whole people,
certainly in the light of international
experience, but under the guidance of
the finest national traditions and of a
system of revolutionary thought, a

body of experience lived through by
the people itself, creating in the peopll
a new consciousness.

The Communist movement must
have unity, not only nationally, but internationally, as well, This unity can

be understood in two ways: it can be
understood as the result of external
pressure, of a mechanical transpositibn or servile imitation of the direction followed by oneis neighbor, and
this we reject. But there can also be
a unity which is creared by the di-

versity and originality
experiences, nourished

of individual
by a mutual

critical spirit, srrengthened by the
autonomy of the individual Parties. It
is this sort of unity which we need:
we should necessarily be united for
the reason that we have the same principles and pursue rhe same final goal.
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Our unity is an augury of the international society for which we are
fighting, in which all the peoples shall
be equal, free and brothers. We must
be united, because only in our unity

ly united with the working masses, to

combat and overcome our enemies.

can the proletarians of the entire world
find the guide which will show them

It is thc October Reaolution which
opened uP lor all the road tooards
socialism and detertnined the doun'

the way towards understanding one

fall of the colonial system.

another, towards drawing close to one

another, and collaborating across national boundaries. We must be united

so that we can always successfully
unite in combatting with our combined fsrces the enemies of the working

class.

The gangster attack on thc headquarters of the French Communist
Party at Paris has made everyone realize what schemes are always smoldering in the minds of the present ruling

The joy shameleosly displayed
by the reactionary press at the spectacle of the Communists hanged and
mutilated in the streets of Budapest
mide it exceedingly clear what in cold
fact they are thinking about-thesc
ruling classes-when thby dare to
speak of the "liberation" of countries
where we are tday at the helm. Fascism and the White Terror are their
unique ideal when they think of us.
And they make no distinctions in rcclasses.

gard to ius: whatever it may be that
we say or that we do, we always are
". . . ihe enemies of humankind . . .",

the "servants of Moscow ,

.a.

a1Lt

. . ", the

lnnoels.

It is not to get into the good graces
of reactionaries that we are working
for the renascence of our movement,

for a more effectively articulated unity
of the entire international Commutrist
movement; wc are doin gthis, because
----overcoming our sectarian isolationthis is the best way in which to gain
reinforcements, to become more close-

Some attack our attachment to the
for the role we attribute
ro that country and the Party which
leads it in the socialist world and in
Soviet Union,

the international Communist

move-

mentl but the attack remains on the
level of insults and lies. We have said,
and none has attempted to discuss this

on any serious basis, that our attachment io the Soviet Union stems from
the fact that in the decisive moments of
history-after World War I, in the

years of the temporary stabilization
capitalism, when the fascist on-

of

slaught was unleashed, and then when

World War II broke out-from the
Soviet Union came the outlines and
the example of the sort of action which
posed and correctly solved questions
which were matters of life and death
for the working-class and democratic
movement.

It was in the Soviet Union that for
the first time the chains of capitalism
were sunderde; and there that for thirty-nine years they labored to build a
new society. This society is a fact, it
exists, it is the first great pattern of
socialist organization, it is a society
which is developing according to new
laws, which are no longer the laws of
profit and of exploitation, but of productive, technical and cultural progress
serving to raise the level

of

well-being

of all.
What have the rcactionary sections
among the social democrats to coun'

t€rpose

to this

great creation which

has changed the source of historyl
Their course of action had, as its point
of departure, the betrayal of r9r4; then
went on throrrgh the drowaing in
blood of the Spartacist revolution of
r9r9, They boast of administering society in the interests of capitalisrn- an{
to prevent capitalism's downfall; their
course today has reached its culmination in the ultimate act of prowess of
the Social-Democratic govemment of

France, in the crimiial aggression
against the Egyptian people. What
have the Catholic integralists and the
hierarchy to counterpose, othcr than
their support of openly reactionary and

fascist regimesl

It was the Bolshevik Revolution

which opened the road to socialism to
all. It was the construction of Soviet
socialism which gave spirit and drive
to the whole working-class movement.
It was the victories of the Soviet Union
which madc possible the crushing of
fascism, which was the determiiing
force in the downfall of the colonial
regimes, and in the formation of new
free states in Asia and in Africa.

A

profound study

causes determining
socialist society.

is

necessary

ol

the

the distortions in

We also, the Communist Party of
Italy, were born out of the October
Revolution and have grown under its
influence. We do not for a moment
hesitate to declare that we have al-

ways worked to carry forwand the
work of that Revolution; nor that we
lrold to this at the present time too
ns our task and the task of the working claes of the entire world.
We. Tu:r appreciate fully the

9

CPSU

stand the sacrifices which these cost,
and from these things to judge thc system which some today would throw

ttat at a
in its development it
has demonstrated the capacity encroverboand-for the reason
certain moment

to expose its own defects, to
criticize them courageously, and to
gird itself to carry through the usk of
correcting them. For this reason we
refuse to use the term "stalinism" and
its derivatives because it carries with
it the conclusion which is false, of a
system that is, as a whole, wron&
rather than giving impetus to the
search for the evils which made their
way, for specific causes, into a situation
getically

marked by positive economic and political consruction, of correct activity in
the field of international relations, and
decisive victories resulting ftom them.
There are those who maintain that
these evils were inevitable: and, still
more serious, who, on the basis of
these seek to build empty destructive
criticism.
We have discussed with the Soviet
comrades, openly, thE character of

these evils, characterized

by us

as

deformations of some parts of the organization of socialist society; we havc
tried to contribute to the evaluation of
their gravity and of their origin. We
state our opinion, and if tlrere is some
disagreement on this question between

us and the Soviet comrades, very definitely this disagreement has no sort of

to the necessity of the criticisms and revelations made at the
XXth Congress, which we unreservedly
reference

approved of, and from which there
can not be any turning back. The de-

bate

on the

causes

of

misleadership,

and of the grave, painful and impermissible deeds denounced by the Conrvorth of the victories won, to under- gress, is a debate which will certainly
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continue, becausi this is to the interest republic, and to make them better
of the whole working classg and be- known to our whole movement. Not to
conceal the difrculties and the prob'
cause the frenzied attack by the enelems of socialist constructionl not to
this
questo
use
my, which is seeking
tion as a lever, can be repulsed the keep silence about the sacrifices which
more effectively, the more the inves- thii can cost. This will dlow us to
refute more efiectively false lines of
tigation into glese things,
"q
""{
answers, are serious, and reasoned, and reasoning by opponents and enemies,
do not fail do'consider any one of the to estimate at ili true value what the
Soviet Union has accomplished, and
aspects of reality.
I continue in my conviction that the the historic worth attaching to the
inquiry must be especially directed to- Commuhist Party of the Soviet Union
wards bringing to light the relation- and to its leaders, as the first-without
ship, the coritradictions and the reci- having before them any enample from
procal infuenieb operating between which to take guidance and inspiration
economic dwelopments and political -to attack the practical problems of
superiructurb, of' which the manner soiialism, which never before had been
of leadership at the highest levcl also stated; and to succeed in resolving
them, guiding the people along paths
forms a part.
When the evolution of the economic which had never been trodden before.
base had druidy reached a point which
There is not a guide state ?ror a guide
allowed*and demanded---an extenthe guide is our principles and
?dtt!.
sion of democratic life, this was not lhe interests of the wor\ing class ond
done, but instead, came restrictions the ltalian people.
and artificial isolation. Here seems to
The position which the Soviet
me to be the key which explains how,
in a socialist society, whose substan- Union and the Party which direct it
tially democratic character results solely occupies in the socialist world, of which
from the continuous initiative, from it is the axis and the main moving
the activity and from the economic and force is a reality historically deterpolitical creativeness of the popular mined and which cannot be destroyed.
There is no guide state, nor guide
masses even under the most difficult
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conditions--democracy can undergo,
in the Party and outside of it, the
violations and limitations which are
today being denounced. From this test
too, however, the system has emerged
victorious. The Soviet comrades have
had the courage to reveal the violations and the ability to correct, them.

Our need is to inform ourselves
about things, to study them before
passing judgment; to inform ourselves
about the Soviet Union, about the peoples democracies and the great Chinese

party. The guide is our own principles,

ihe interests of the working class and
of the Italian people, the permanent
defense of peace, and of the independence of the nation, the obligations of
international solidarity. Following this
guide, we shall hew out a path which
is altogether our own, and which the
example and the experiences acquired

in the course of the titanic labors

which have been and are being carried
out in the Soviet Union will c6ntinue

to illuminate.

Jr|anism-Leninism and "American ProsperiU"
By William

Z. Foster

Ar rHE, pRrsENr rrva there is a militant drive on in the Communist

Even after the heavy losses suf-

fered by the Communisi parry under
the fierce attack by the Government
durilg the cold war years, the C.p.
is still numerically stronger than all
the other Left groups pui togetherSocidist Partf, Social-Deirocratic

Party against Marxism-Leninism, bn
the grounds that it is essentially Leftsectarian and, as such, unadaptable

to American conditions. of
this anti-Leninist trend gor into the
main Draft Resolution for the Convention now before us, which is why
the present writer voted against ii.
This de-Leninizing tendency, expressed in numerous wals, is
summed up in the general aim to
abolish the Communist Party and to
replace it with a so+alled political

Federation, Socialist Labor parw.
Socialist Workers Party, the Indultrial Workers of the World, and the
Sweezy and Cochran groups. Besides,

over the years, the C.P. his made a
record of struggle and achievement
that dwarfs those of the other Left

groups combined. All this constitutes living proof of the greater
adaptability of Marxism-Lenin'lsm to
class struggle conditions in this country.

action organization.

The basic premise of this antiLeninist trend-that Leninism is
alien to the United States and unworkable here-is false. By almost
four decades of actual expeiience in THE SOCIALIST MOVEMENT
the class struggle, Marxism-LeninIN THE t]NITED STATES
ism, crystallized in the Communist
Party and its activities, has proved
The United States is notoriouslv
itself far more adaptable io the the most difficult capitalist .orrtry
American'class struggle than have in the world for the growth of Sothe various other tendencies pro- cialist ideology. This ii basically befessedly aiming at Socialism. And cause of the higher living standards
this, despite the numerous mistakes of the workers here than in other
tlrat have not surprisingly been made
in the application of Marxism-Leninism and also nor withstanding the
rcrious governmental and other per-

secutions to which the C.P. has always been subject.

countries. And the difficulties before

Socialism in this counrry have
mounted with the rapid rise of
American imperialism and with the
considerable wage improvement dur-

ing the past half century, notwith39
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standing sevcral major economic
criscs

in t[e

meantime.

Of

coursg

the impiovements in the workers'
condioirs io no way correspond to
the fubulous increases in capitalist
profits in this period, nor to the
inormorrs growth of the workers'

oroductiviwl More than one-half of
'Amcrican'families are now livi^g
qpon a scale 3o per cent belou' the
riiinimum requir-ments of thc Heller Budget, and ttre general position
of the -workcrs, counting together
wages, prices, hours, productivitY,
anJ unCmployment, has sunk, according to Pedo, fitm roo in r89
to 5r
in rg5z. Notoriously, the wages
-unskilled
workers are far bclow
of
minimal living standards, and the
economic conditions generally of the
l{egro people are shocking
Such- wige imProvements as the
workers have secured over the years,

onlv under Socialism are the con'
in

quests won by the working class

strugglc against the exploiters, both

of i-funaimental charactcr and se'
in their tenurc.

cure

THE DECLINE OF SOCTALIST
IDEOLOGY AMONG
AMERICAN WORKERS

Limited and prccarious though
they may bc, the concessions won bY
Ainerican workers in relentless struggle, although ptimulating the growth
of trade unionism (from about goor-

in rgoo to some rTrooorooo now)
have undoubtedly tended to dampen

ooo

down the workers' revolutionary
spirit. The workersf proven ability
to better their conditions, even if only

partly, under capitalism has weakened their receptivity to Sociaiist
ideas, and it has exposed them to
bourgeois reformism, notably Rooseveltian Keynesism. Forty years ago,

they have won by endless struggle
on'both the economic and political rnany American international trade
fields. At the same time theY have unions, state federations, and local
also secured a number of other im- councils openly advocated a Socialist
perspective, and the Socialist repreportant betterments.
These working class betterments, sentation at the national A.F. of L.
of course, rest upon very uncertain conventions ran up to nearly 40 perfoundations, du,e especially to the centl but nowadays, hardly a union
deepening of the world crisis oi capi- anywhere in the vast A.F. of
taliim, from which the United States L-C.I.O. organization supports Sois by no means exempt. They are cialisrn, and individual voices advosubject to partial or cornplete canr cating Socialism in the American
cellation as a result of imperialist labor movement are now fewer than
war, fascism, economic crises, high for many years past.
Such a temporary decline in the
taxes, lost strikes, etc. This we have
spirit of the workers
revolutionary
espeseen happen time and again,
period
of the upswing of
the
during
also
the
but
in
Europe,
in
cially
United States. All of which go€s to imperialism in a given country is
emphasize the elementary fact that not unique to the United States.
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has been known elsewhere, notably in Great Britain and Germany.
The United'states is now passing
through a comparable period, a[though in a much more exaggerated
degree.
In these general conditions of partially improved working class stand-

ards, the various Socialist groupings
guage shared by all artists of good
in the United Stares have fared

badly during recent decades. Their
own errors in policy have, of course,
also contributed greatly to their general lack of success in the dilficult
objective situation. Already by ,9*
the Socialist Labor Parry, with its
narrow sectarian policy, had proved
itself utterly incapable of giving advanced political leadership to the
working class and had degenerated
into a rigid sect. The Socialist Party,
for almost 20 years after its birth in
r9oo, exhibited considerable growth
and activity, reaching a membership
of over roo,ooo and a national vote of
goo,ooo in r9rz. But it soon thereafter began to decline, until now its
two wings together-the Socialist
Party and the Social Democratic
Federation-have only a tiny membership. Among the S.P.'s most costly
errors were : its dubious stand in
World War I; its chronic anti-Soviet
attitude; its illicit alliance with the
conservative Gompers-Green trade
union bureaucracy; its wrong attitude on the Negro and labor party
questions; the abandonment of its
progressive vanguard role, etc. The
Industrial Workers of the World
llso made a big surge from r9o5 to

about r9zo, but

cult

4t

in the gencrally dif[of the period, it

circumstances

was finally overwhelmed by its mistakes, including anti-politicalism, an-

ti-religion propaganda, dual unionism, excessive decentralization, and
other Syndicalist sectarian practices.
The Lovestone renegade Rightwing
group remained a tiny sect as long
as it lasted. As for thc Trotskyites,
in their several groupings they have
been iricurably hamstrung by a crippling Left-sectarianism and by e
pathological hatred of the Soviet
Union and the Communist Party.
And the Sweezy and Cochran
groups have been basically only discussion groups of intellectuals.

THE RELATIVE SUCCESS O,F
THE COMMUMST PARTY
As against this general record of
failure of Left-wing groups in the
United States during recent decades,
the C.ommunist Party has registered,

by

comparison, a considerable suc.
It has shown that it possesses

cess.

distinct elements of growth

and

in the difficult American
situation. During its earlier years,

leadership

while the other Marxist groupings
were foundeiing about in impotent
sectarianism, the C.P. became a real
factor in the class struggle and it
built up, by the r94o's, a membership of about 85,ooo. Even now, after

losses suffered by the
Party under severe government attack, in the Party's heroic and basically correct 6ght against the war
danger of the cold war years, the
C.P. still has more mernbers and

the heavy

'l'r
l
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more political vitality than all the
other pro-Socialism groups combined.

other Left organiz.ations, which systematically try to obscure their mistakes. and $hortcomings.

The fundamental reason for this
Of especially great advantage, too,
long record of Communist relative for the Communist Party-and one
success has been that the Communist
of the basic Leninist principles that
Party is a Marxist-Leninist organi- have conferred profound vitality
zation. Its liveability and capacity upon our Party-has been its concepfor growth lies primarily in the fight- tion that the Communist Party must
ing principles of Lenin with which fight at the head of the working
it has been animated through the class, as its vanguard. This vital conyears. Among these may be men- cept has also been much distorted in
tioned, not necessarily in the order the Party's propaganda and fighiing
of their importance, the Party's practice; still it is one of the most
strong discipline, its practice of self- dynamic reasons why our Party has
criticism, its consciousness of its van- been able to play such an important
guard role, its policy of the united role in the class struggle. It has led
front, and its suong principles of to the Party's pioneering, over the
internationalism. Although it often years, many vital causes of the workapplied very crudely these funda- ers and the Negro people-includmentally correct Marxist-Leninist ing the fights for the organization of
principles and policies, nevertheless the unorganized, for unemployment
it was able to demonstrate their relief and insurance,.for the econombasic efiectiveness in the American ic, political, and social rights of the
situation. Let us remark a few of Negro people, for the demands of
them in some detail:
the youth, for the defense of political
Communist Party discipline, de- prisoners, for independent political
spite the many bureaucratii practices action of the workers and their alwhich twisted and distorted it lies, for trade union unity, for the
throughout this whole period, has struggle against fascism, and, in the
been a powerful force in the life of last years, in its brave struggle
the Party, one which has been at against war-in all of which fields,
once the dread of all our enemies as well as in various others, the Comand a basic cause of the Party's many munist Party has displayed unequalled initiative and militancy, and
successes. The same may also be said
of our practice of self-criticism. Al- has kept always in the front line of
the class struggle. This has been an
. though this furidamental Leninist
principle has been appl':d o19r $e invaluable advantage for the Party.
years in a yery one-sided and inadeStill another of the many fundaquate way, ncvertheless it has given
our Party an inestimable advantage

of flexibility and progressiveness over

mental policies, especially associated

with the name of Lenin, that have
helped to demonstrate the superior
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vitality and eflectiveness of Marx- particularly its active support of
ism-Leninism as against the policies the developing Soviet Union and,
of other Left parcies and groups in in later, years, of People's China
the United Srates, is that of the and the European People's Democraunited front. Flere again, in the application of this great policy almost

every imaginable erroi has been
made dfuring the Party's long ex-

cies. This internationalism, by keeping the Party in close sympathetic
touch with the advance of Socialism
all over the world, gave the Party a

perience. Nevertheless, the policy has

unique and powerful advantagi in

in the espe- attracting to its ranks the most adcially difficult objective and suh vanced workers. This took place in
jective conditions in the United spite of nurnerous errors made in
been basically effective

States. Upon innumerable occasions,
with very substantial success, the

Commtrnists have been able to develop efiective cooperative action
with other progressive forces. Some
of the many of these movements
were the brfoad campaigns of the

Trade Union Educational League in

the early rgzo'si the big FarmerLabor Party activities of the same
period; the wide united fronts on
the Negro question in the r93o's;
the joint union election campaigns

with

progressives

in the Needlc

trades, Machinists, Carpenters, Miners, and other trade unions in the
same decade; the long coopertaion

with the Center group in the C.I.O.
during the building and functioning
of that organization throughciut the
r93o's and r94o's. In fact, almost
every success ever won by the Party
throughout its entire history has
been upon the basis of the Leninist
united front policy.
To mention only one more of the
many Leninist policies that have
contributed to the relative success of
the Communist Party, has been its
militant policy of internationalism,

the practice, particularly the maintenance of an uncritical attitude towards the U.S.S.R. and the other
Socialist countries. The Party's over
two decades of affiliation to the
Communist International, although
not without certain negative aspects,
was also invaluable iii developing
the Party's ideology, its fighting
quality, its leading cadres, and its
international spirit.

The progress of the Party during
its stormy life was obviously greatly
hindered by its many and grievous
errors in applying basically correct
Marxist-Leninist policy in this countyr. Of course, it would be nonsense,
to suppose that any Party leadership
could fight aggressively for a Communist program in the United
States, with its powerful and ruthless
capitalist class, without making
many cosdy misatkes. Generally
these errors over the years have been

to copy mechanically the
revolutionary experience of the Russian working classl to run far ahead
tendencies

of the American working class with
our policies; to not take sufficiently

into

consideration concrete Ameri-
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can conditions and traditions, and
the like. Together with these elementary l-eft-sectarian trends, thc
Party has also, from time to time,
made serious Right opportunist errors, notably those associated with
the names of Pepper, Lovestone, and
Browder. And in its present wide
yaw to the Right, the Party is now
making the most harmful error of
this type of its entire career. Like
other Communist Parties, ours has
also suffered much from bureaucratic
practices.

IHE "POLITICAL ACTION
ASSOCIATION''

The present proposal of Comrade
Gates and others to transform the
Communist Party into a socalled
political action association is based
upon the assumption that from here
on to Socialism in the United States
there will be a minimum of class
sruggle. In his article in the November number of. Pblitical Affairs,
Comrade Gates paints an idyllic picture in this general respect. He
ignores the existence of the general
world crisis of capitalism and the
certainty of serious repercussions of
it in the United States, and he foresees a'relatively smooth evolutionary
development to Socialism.
This line is much akin with that
promulgated by Browder a dozen
years ago and by Lovestone in the
latter rgzo's. It is essentially influenced by the "prosperity" illusions
among the masses, as indicated

Government's persecution of thc
Communist Party and its members.
Browder and Lovestone, however,
were fundamentally wrong in their
no<lass struggle perspective, and so
is Comrade Gates.
In accordance with its generally incorrect perspective, the Gates tendency develops an attack upon the
workors' fighting philosophy, strategy, and tactics-Marxism-Leninism
precisely upon 'those active
-and
policies which made the Communist
Party into a fighting organization
and which were responsible for such
successes as the Party scored. Thus,
the Gates group would have us discard the Party form itself, the very
incorporation of Marxism-Leninism;
it cuts the heart out of our endorse-'
ment of Leninism in general by
making such endorsement conditional and by abandoning the term
Marxism-Leninism; it gives up the
principle of democratic centralism;
it casts aside the vital concept of the
vanguard role of the Party; it ignores
the policy of the united front, having in mind a perspective essentially
of tailing after the leaders of mass
organizations; it abandons the Leninist concept that labor leaders of
the Meany type are lieutenants of the
capitalists, etc., etc.

The proposed political action association would be primarily a
propaganda organization for Socialism. This would be in line with the
Gates conception that serious class
struggle will be but a minor factor
above, and is an ideological weaken- in the American future and that the
ing under the hammer blows of the Communists have no special van-
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guard role to play in it, excepr to
advocate Socialism abstractly. The
association, because of its bizarre
form and limited functions, obviously could not be a flurss organization.
Besides, in the change-over from
Party to association, involving the
formal liquidation bf the Party,
(just as in the Browder case) there
would necessarily be a heavy loss of
members. The whole project is highly liquidationary, despite the main
Resolution's assertion to the contrary.

A political action

association

would curtail or wipe out Commun-

ist activity in rnany fields, among

others in that of electoral political
action. It is nonsense, the assertion
that there is no place for a Communist party in a country like ours,
with a "two-party" system. This fact
is demonstrated by the situation in
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Comrnunists' legal status. The Government, if disposed to persecute the
Communists sharply, would simply
arrest the leaders of the ncw organ-

ization under the prtetext of its be-

ing the Communist Party under a
new name, or a Communist front.
Nor would a political action association improve our contact with the
masses. On the contrary, such a
body would be quickly and effective-

ly pilloried publicly as a sinister
"boring-from-within" groupr with
the sole purpose of penetrating and
dominating mass organizations. In
this respect it rarould be far more vulnerable than the Comrnunist Party
itself.

One of the basic negative conse.
quences

of the emergence of

the,

strong Right tendency in the Party
has been a decided weakening of its.

dynamic spirit of internationalism..
This is one of the major evil effects.
the Communist Party, although not of the downplay of class struggle,.
Iarge in size,'has a wide infuence both in a national and in a world
anulng the workers, especially in the sense. Alsor its weakening of the
trade union movement and in the principles of Marxisrn-Leninism in
local branches of the Labor Party, general tends to drive an ideological
where Left-progressive strength runs wedge between the C.P.U.S.A. andt
up to a third or more of the total. the Communist Parties in other"
The British Party follows a correct countries. The resultant weak inter-.
election policy of supporting Labor national spirit of the Right, in some"
Party candidates generally, and of cases, definitely verges into tcndenputting up candidates of its own cies towards bourgeois nationalism"The proposed political action asso"
rvhere those of the Labor Party are
unsatisfactory or non-existent. Our ciation is the climax to the campaign
Party should follow a comparable that has been carried on inteinal-ly.
in the Party by the Right tendency
policy in this country.
Contrary to the claims made for for the past several months. This
it, such an association as Gates pro- campaign has includcd extravegant
lmses would also not improve the and concocted charges of multitudl.

"Two-Party" Great Britain, where

[,,
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nous errors allegedly made by the
Party during the recent period. This
crass exaggeration has served

credit

to

dis-

past activities of the Party
-the

and also the Party leadership. The
future of the Partf has also b..r,
"rsailed by placing before the members
a perspective of a new organizaiton
to be formed, at first an almost immediate "mass party of Socialism"
and now a political action association. All this has been highly demoralizing to the Party membership,
which, not surprisingly, has already
been gravely disturbed over the
deeply shocking revelations of the
Stalin cult of the individual and especially over the recent tragic and
bloody events in Hungary. This
campaign of systematically belittling
the Party-its past, its present, its future and its leadershi5has confused
the theory, policies, and practices of
the Party and it has been carried on
basically for the purpose of clearing
the way for the Gates plan to liquidate the Communist Party and to
put in its place a "political action
associationr" which would be essentially only a propaganda body for
Socialism.

RETAIN AND STRENGTHEN
THE COMMUNIST PARTY

The American working

class

needs imperatively a strong Communist Party, based firmly upon the
principles of Marxism-Leninism.
This would be true even if the perspective ahead of the American

wofkers were such a smooth and
gtruggle-less one as that foreseen by
,Comrade Gates. But his picture of

the future is basically false. The
workers of this country will certainly confront a peripective of

sharpened class struggle. In such a
situation, they must have a fighting
Communist Party, acting as their
vanguard. The need for this type of
Party was graphically illustrated
during the cold war years, when the

big majority of the mass leaders
tamely followed the imperialist lead

of monopoly capital in its aggressive
foreign policy.
Those who think that the present
"boom" conditions in indusuy and
the corresponding class collaboration
relations between the top trade
union leaders and the monopoly
capitalists will last indefinitely are
in for a rude awakening. The current post-\yar industrial boom is
wearing to its end. American monopoly capital still has lots of fight
left in it, as it will demonstrate once
its general position, in the world and
in an internal economic crisis, begins to deteriorate seriously under
the inexorable workings of the general crisis of world capitalism, and
when American workers face massive assaults against their living and
working conditions. Such a perspective of struggle makes doubly
necessary the building of a strong
Communist Party.
The C.P.U.S.A. stands committed
to the possibility of a parliamentary
road to Socialism; but this course
must not be misunderstood in the
smooth, no-class struggle sense in
which it is now being put forth by
some comrades in the Party. Instead,
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the perspective in this respecr must Marxist-Leninist communist Party,
,be conceived on a fighting basis, as but also that this need will be many

I stated it originally in the pamphlet,
In Defense of the Commwnist Party
and the Indicted Leaders. There I
pictured the American workers as
lghti-lS their way ahead towards
Sogialism in the setting of a develop'.

times greater when they eventually
starr on their path to Socialism.
what we ai communists should
do, therefore, in our present difficult
situation, is to rebuild actively the

Communist Party, now seriously
ing capitalist crisis; with the monop- weakened after iti long persecution
olists using every means in their by the Government dudng the cold
power to. strip the workers of their war years. And instead of casting
democrati-c rights, and with the aside Marxism-Leninism the Part!
workers 4S!rt1", successfully to re- should strive more closely to adapl
strain and defeat the capitalists'vio- our working class science to tfie
lence and to maintain intact the specific needs of the American class
democratic institutions of the coun- situation, and to become more skilled
try, firmly enough to enable them to in its application in the workers'
proceed legally and in a relatively struggle. To abandon or emasculate
peaceful manner to the establish- Marxism-Leninism would be unment of Socialism.
thinkable for Communists.
This is a realistic, class-struggle In the profound Party discussion
perspective of the road to Socialism of the past several months, in countin the United States. It calls not for less letters, articles, meetings, etc.,
the liquidation of the Communist the members have made it very clear
Praty and of Marxism-Leninism, but what improvements are necessary in
for their continuation and strengen- order to adapt more effectively our
ing. Just as the workers and their Party and our ideology to the class
sume that powerful and militant struggle in the United States. Here
peaceful co-eiirt.n.e among the vari- I can only list some of these proous powers in the world only on the jected advances which, for their genbasis of their strength, vigilance, and eral correctness, cannot be quesstruggle, so also, on the same prin- tioned. Among them are more deciple, can the workers of the United mocracy and less bureaucracy in the
States travel a parliamentary road to Party and generally an end to StalinSocialism: It would be wrong to as- lik e"command" practices that grew
sume, that powerful and militant up over the years; more theoretical
American imperialism will surren- initiative upon our part and an end
der up its control of society short of to long-time tendencies of waiting
the sharpest struggle. The big lesson for leaders in other countries to
for us in all this is that not only in speak out first upon important questheir daily struggles do the Ameri- tions of this character; to develop a
crrn workers and there allies need the comradely critical relationship to-
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wards other Communist parties and
the Socialist countries, instead of the
uncritical attitudes of previous years;

hail it with glee, as indicating that
in the strongest capitalist country in

a more close application of

munism and the Communist Party.
We must not make such a disastrous

policies

to concrete American conditions, instead of the previous often mechanical application of general intern+
tional policies; a cooperative, less.
dogmatic attitude towards other Left
groups in this country; the institution of practices of genuine Leninist
criticism and self-criticism in the
Party, etc. And overall, a continuous fight against the basic Left-sectarian deviation of the Party, without, however, neglecting to combat
the Right danger. All these betterments in our theory and practice can
be far more effectively developed
and applied in the Communist Party than in a nondescript political action association. Our task, consequently, is to help to develop Marxism-Leninism and to make it more
fexible and adaptable to the American situation, not to cast it aside for
the sake of some hastily improvised
program of more than dubious validity.
The discarding of the Communist
Party in favor of a political action
association, and with this the seri-,
ous weakening of Marxism-Lenin-

ism as our guiding

philosoPhy

would constitute a maior defeat for
the American working class; an unjustified ideological retreat on our
part in the face of arrogant American imperialism. Only in this sense
could ii be understood by the work'
ers in this country and-throughout
the world. Organized reaction would

Some Conccpts

0f llur lrade-Union llork

the wodd there is no basis for Cqm-

By Hal Simon

and needless surrender. Other Com-

munist parties in the world have
from time to time lost.more heavily
than we in their fight against powerful reaction and they have later
recovered greater strength than ever.
The C.P.U.S.A. can and must similarly rebuild its weakened forces.
It is now being proposed that at
the coming National Convention the
Party should not be transformed into
a political actioq association, but this
matter should be referred to a continuing general Party discussion,
looking to a special convention a year
hence to settle the question. But to
prolong the Party discussion on this
matter in the period after the convention would be a most serious error.
It would expose the Party not only
to debating a sterile question, to
which the members are now obviously opposed, but it would also
condemn it to a year-long destructive factional fight. The proposed
political action association must be
specifically and decisively rejected by

the Convention, as having no basis
political conditions now nor in
the foreseeable future. The mainten-

in

ance and building of the Communist

Party should be categorically affirm-

ed. This is the sole road to Farty
unity, mass activity and strength.
It would be bankruptcy to bypass
this question at the convention and
it would seriously cripple the Party.

/r rnapn-uNroN por.lcy that is worthy ing which has time and again conof the name Marxist-Leninist must tributed heavily to our isolation over
be a policy that will help our PartY the. years, and threatens to do so
agaln.

to end its isolation in the labor firove.

-We

wish, without challenge to the
integrity of workingclass devotion
of those comrades with whom we

In

spite of the
constant attacks against our Party,
the many struggles that the wort ers
are carrying on, the tremendous battles of the Negro people, signify that
"objective situationsr" do not rule
out the ending of our isolation. On
the contrary, with an approach that
is soundly based, we should be able
to make a modest, but consistent and
ment of our country.

disagree, to disgrute such views, some
of which we have shared in the past.
We wish to do so within the framework of discussing practical tradcunion policies and problems before
us. Before doing so, however, it is
necessary to deal with the opinion
that in trade-union matters, the published material of the labor sub<ommittee 'lmanufactures or exaggErates" Party errors in this field during the past.

important conuibution to these
On such a basis we will
be able to make progress towards
struggles.

ending that harmful isolation.

There has been too little fresh
thinking on this problem. However,
where new approaches are developcd, many of them have come under
fire from some comrades, (including
leading ones) as "anti-Leninist."
Such is the case, for example, with
respect to the material published
rvith regard to trade union problems
in issue No. 3 of the National Dis-

THE PARTY'S ERRORS

No one will

of the

post-war

period, the intensity of the attacks
against our Party. But just because
we agree, we cannot understand a
refusal to face up to the errors in
policy and tactics that ignored ths
obiectiue situation.and based itself
on over-exaggerated estimates of the
strength of the Left. This resulted
in repeated exhortations to the relatively small number of Left-led
unions and Left forces in shops to

cussion Bulletin.

In our opinion the shoe is on the
other foot. We feel that the published material, notwithstanding
rvcaknesses it may contain, is imbued
rvith, and defends, a genuine Marxist-Leninist approach as against a
scctarian, Deleonist

dispute the serious

objective difficulties

be more aggressive, more bold, more
militant, to stand up and "be count-
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ed," regardless of consequences.
'Anyone who knows Detroit and
Toledo, Youngstown and Pittsburgh,
Chicago and Cleveland, knows that

in these and other towns and cities
which constitute the industrial
heartland of America, you will find
the wreckage of comrades, former
comrades and Party clubs isolated
a consequence of direct catastroPhic secrarian trors for which we

as

were responsible.
The tragedy is that following the
Draft Resolution on the r95z elections, when we began to correct
some of our thinking on the aP
proach to trade-union problcns, we
ao longer had sufficient membership
in the shops or positions of leadership in unions to make all the dras-

tic

changes required.

It was Left-sectarian errors of this
type, that contributed to the split in
the CIO in rg4g. In practice, we
made acceptance of our position on
political questions the minimum
for united front in the period

basis

prior to

1949.

As a

consequence,

into the service of American imper.
ialism's war-like foreign policy."

(W*. Z. Foster-Daily Worfter,

Feb. 16, 1955). This dubious point
of view that inferred the merger was
really instigated by the State Department, keld our Party bacft at a
time when it should have been enthusiastically working, (even with
its limited capacity), to contribute
to this historic event, this forward
step in the direction of American
trade-union unity.
We rather doubt that a tradeunion activist can be found who will
not agree that we have made most
serious and extremely cosdy sectarian errors. What causes our deepest concern is that this clrarge of
"manufacture or exaggeration" of
errors really means, when you get
to the bottom of it, a refusal to admit
that these were mistaken policies.
That concern is sharper when we
examine the approach of these same
comrades to our current trade-unioq
problems. For we find on the part
of those entertaining this view, a
continuation of the same wrong pol-

even though we tried to change
when we finally realized that the icies.
dominant forces in the leadership THE LABOR MOVEMENT
were moving towards a split, again
TODAY
it was too little and too late.
Fundamental errors in iudgment _ Let _us proceed to cases, taking
were also made on the question of first the question: how shall wi
the A.F.L.-C.I.O. merger. 'We were estimate the American labor movetold (vvhen the merger agreement ment today I It is obvious that the
lvas announced in February 1955), answer to this question underlies all
that one of the main reasons for the other policies and tactics.
The charge is made that the
merger was, "A belief on the part of
Trade-Union
if
the
workers
forces
that
Material is "complareactionary
can ali be combined under one head, cent" about the "alleged political
it will be much easier to cramp them independence" of the rinions, rather

5r

than recognizing that th.y are the main question, the one upon
dominated by capitalist influence, which we must base our tactics for
and that therefore, our task is to help
the trade unions achieve real ideological and organizational independence. In addition, it is said that this
material is too apologetic towards the
leaders of the labor movement and
weakens the Leninist conception that
they are "lieutenants of the capitalists" in the ranks of the workers.
In the most general sense, some of

this is of course historically

true.

But when this is all that is said and
general historic statements are made
the bases for day-to-day tactics, thc
aduice that it offers to owr udk;ttgclass comrades is that the main
enen y they face is the labor leaCership.

It is quite true that tle workers
are heavily infuenced by the sweep
of propaganda that is drummed into

their ears from morning to night. It
re-inforces their belief in capitalism

and'insulates them from any willingness to consider a Socialist outlook. This continuihg support for
and belief in capitalism is further
encouraged by the fact that as far
as they can see, they have been. able
to improve their economic conditions withourt any lessening of sup[)ort for capitalism. They do not feel
rhat they are forced to accept capitalism. They agree with it. This is the
lcvel of their thinking at the present
time. We must hasten to add, howcver, that the workers have not made
their support for capitalism a barrier
to the struggle against their employ-

cls to improve and extend their economic conditions. This is of course

the present and from which the
working class can be helped to seek
out t}re proper path for the future.
To repeat Lelin's support in rgzo
for Deleon's phrase calling the
trade-union leaders, "Lieutenants of
the capitalists in the ranks of the
workers," as a fundamental clue to
trade-u,nion tactics and strategy in
the U.S.A. today, is far from helpful.
There are quite a few changes that
have taken place, changes of a kind
which Lenin always taught must be
taken into account. For otherwise we
are being given Deleonism in 1957
not Leninism.
The approach of the Trade Union
Material stresses an appreciation of
the strength, the potential, and every
siq! of growing independence by

A.F.L.-C.I.O. The material

stresses

a_most positive approach to the gains

already achieved through A.F.L.C.I.O. unity, and the greater achievements still ahead, in winning better
wages and working conditions, meeting the problems of automation, advancing Negro-white unity, organiz.
ing the unorganized, especially in the
South, and moving towards genuine
independence politically.
We feel that a stress of this kind is
absolutely necessary because we have
a continuing iob of ridding ourselves

of a

sectarian, "holier-than-thou" attitude on our part which has so bitterly estranged us from millions of
workers. We feel that a stress of this

kind is

necessary because

we find

such an approach attacked as "un-

Marxist" and "anti-Leninist

"

and
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behind that we feel is a policy of. con'

We should condemn that Past
practice which has tried (in vain)
io assign permanent pigeon-holes
for tra-d.-u.rion leaders. in addition, we used to set forth our
position not only in terms of ex-

tinuing sectarianism.
The characteristic of the American
Socialists of the rB8o's, their sectarian
isolation from the labor movement,
still plagues us today. Marx and
Engels algued sharply at that time, pressing our differences, but also by
as Lenin noted particularly: "They calling them "renegqdes," "fascistfthe socialists in America] are in- minded," and a host of other names.
capable of adapting themselves to This practice only resulted in makthe theoretically helpless, but living, ing ui seem on later occasions to be
powerful, mass' labor movement the most unprincipled and conscienceless people, fip-fopping into
marching past them."
Is not this comment PreciselY aP- seeking united front relations with
plicable to our situation today I Is some of the objects of our vilificaihere not. a labor movement that is tion.
We ought to drop this habit suit'
living and powerful, far beyond previoui levels and at the same time able to an embittered and isolated
theoretically weak I Are we not sect, especially if we hold to the
isolated from it and in it? And are view thit vast changes have opened
we not receiving advice and warn- in the world and that new relations
ings f.rom some comrades stressing are possible. We ought to reiect that
thE "class collaborationist" thinking caricatwe of Marxism-Leninism
in this labor movement, the "capital- which rips quotations out of Lenin's
ist-lieutenant" character of the lead' writing at the time of the Russian
revolution. At that time he excoriership, the lack of "independence"
labor oppprtunists who constiated
ir
Meanwhile,
movement?
the
of
tuted the main danger during the
marches past usl
The Trade-Union Material tries sharp reuolutionary aduance of the
to pldce central emphasis on the im- workers. It is a caricature of Leninport".r.. of working with the rank ism to apply such quotations to the
and file of labor in the develoPment American labor movement and the
of struggle around the manY valid American scene in 1957.
At that, Lenin's general revoludemandJ of A.F.L'-C.I.O., some of
piinciple, thit which is 6f
tionary
deshorter-hours
which, like the
mand, are far-reaching in character. uniuersal ualidity, dictated the seekThe Trade Union Material tries to ing out at all times of every possible
center attention not on pigeon-hol' ally, no matter how temporary, vaing labor leaders as "Left," "Righgr" cillating or unstable. May Heaven
'"Center," but on the fact that the (and a true reading of Lenin) give
wav to move and influence the direc- us the skill to apply that great printion of leadership is through the ciple, for indeed we have need of it!
In r9zo, at a time when the world
movement of the rank and file.

ON TRADEUNION WORK

still smoked of revolution, Lenin
rrevertheless scored, in his "LeftWin{' Communism, An Infantile
Disorder, that trend in various countries which declared the incorrectness and "impossibility"

in the Right-wing and

of working
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that differences of view on this broad

social question need not at all dL
vide those who are agreed on the
necessity for the big and important
struggles at hand. We rnake clear
-different
view, but within the
our
framework of a basis for unity and

"reformist"
unions and people's organizations. struggle.
He warned that the worst mistake
Thi only real effect of the kind
Communists could make was to sub- of apptoach suggested by the abovestitute their own desires for objic- meniioned comra e would be to
tive realities, to mistake what was direct our central fire against the
obsolete for them as already obsolete
labor leadership as "class collaborafor the workers, for the masses.
tionist," and to do so at a moment
Flere again, is a Leninist principle when they appear' before the workof universal validity. Yet one com- ers as standing (willingly or no) at
rade insisted that the Trade-Union the head of actual struggles. And
Material handled altogether incor- if we fall into this way of demonrectly the question of class collabora- strating our "differencesr" we shall
tion, "brushing aside" our 'ifighting stand before the workers as conpolicy" on this question, etc. Of victed of the charge of being dis.
course those who read the Trade- rupters, "borers-from-withinr" interUnion Material will find that it ested only in our partisan aimsl We
plainly Sets forth our class struggle must protest against the assignment
policy as against a class collabora- of the name "Leninist" to such a
tion ,policy. But the Trade-Union policy. It is a policy which dares
Material handles this on the basis that not recommend that vre stay ourmost American workers, while they side of the trade unione, but does
have a readiness to fight for their suggest that we uorft within ,he
demands, do not extend this to ac- trade unions as outsiders.
ceptance of our basic "class struggle"
Without question, the handling
view. The labor leadership is plain- of the question of "class struggle"
ly class collaborationist, and their as against "class collaborationr" and
type of leadership is, unfortunately, of a number of other questions in
rlot now under threat from any en- the Trade-Union Material, could
crgetic rejection of their views by stand considerable sharpening and
the membership.
improvement. But we believe the
Class collaboration is obsolete for way in which the question is ap
rrs, but it is far from obsolete for proached is correct, that it provides
tlrc American labor movement. Rec- a basis for improved work and imognizing that, the approach of the proved relations on the part of our
'l'rade-Union Material is to stress trade-union comrades.
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TI{E "LEFTCENTER'' CONCEPT consider for a moment how it looked
the workers and the leadership of
In the opinion of one leader of to
the labor movement when we arroour Party, it is the greatest practical gated to ourselves the omniscience of
weakness of the Trade-Union Madeciding who was in paradise, who
terial that it r.ecommends a re-ex- in limbo, and who in hell.
amination of the tactic of "Lefb
In any case, for the situation we
Center" unity. It is correct that the face in the labor movement
today,
Trade-Union Material does so, sug-

gesting that this is a"frozen political

geography" which is devoid of real
meaning arld helpfulness in the situation before us. To be sure, those
who insist on the past methd of
expounding this conception have admitted difficulty in defining who is
"Left," who is 'fRight " who is "Center" at this time. For one thing the
situation is fuid in the labor movement. For another, having cdled
the various conservative leaders "lieutenants of capitalismr" and the various Social Democratic leaders "traitors" and "renegadesr" even more dangerous than the former, the difrculty

of inventing a "center" becomes obvious.

We ought to re-examine the entire question of how we have used
the "Left-center" conception as the
explanation for our past- trade-union

achievements. Ofi-hand, it is very
well known that not only did these
"lines of division" set up by us "a
priori" continuously shift (Brother
X was a "Right" one year, a "Center" next, then a "Leftr" then back
way over "Right" again) but it is
also true that our categorizing of
individuals often served to hindt
new alignments, or in some instances
to drive a bad situation to extremes.
It might perhaps be helpful also to

and for the tasks ahead, to continuc
using these "Left," "Right " and
"Center" conceptions as we have in

the past, can only work harm.
Should we not apply ourselves to
thinking over deeply the significant
statement made by Marx and Engels
over roo years ago in the Covnmunist Manifesto: "They [the Communists] do not set up any sectarian
principles of their own, by which to
shape and mould the proletarian
movement."

The comrades who hold some of
these sectarian concepts should explain how they see the relation of
the labor movement to the perspective outlined in the Draft Resolution for building an anti-monopoly
coalition.

If an anti-monopoly

coalition is
to have any meaning, the heart of
that coalition musr be the labor
movement. If the labor movement
is the most important ingredient
of this coalition then it will only

fulfill that role if major sections

of the union leadership, under pressure of the workers, becomes a part
of their movement. For the workers will not participate without their
leaders.

The Draft Resolution describes
the anti-monopoly coalition as being

hased

on the united struggles of the

workers, farmers, small business and

llrofessionals, "who suffer directly
from the exploitation and depredations of Big Business." It does ao,
say only the Left forces in each
grouping should work together. It
rloes project an all-embracing multiclass

unity against a common enemy
monopolies.

-the
But these same

comrades who
say they support this strategic aim
of the resolution reject a concept of

r struggle for all-embracing unity
around specific issues within the labor movement. Th.y are

so

weighted down by their desire to
label the trade-union leaders and

stufi them into pre-fabricated compartments that they can only see the
labor movement becoming a part of
the coalition if its present leadership
is de{eated and eliminated. This
view rejects or refuses to recognize
what p,rogtess the workers have

lrcen able to make even with the
l)resent leadership. More than that
it consigns the whole concept of an

rrnti-monopoly coalition far and
lway to the dimly lit future and destroys its meaning.
To make this point is not to deny
that there are difierences among the

trade-union leaders. In fact the
'l'rade-Union Material describes
these difierences at some length. Un-

.l,rubtedly as the struggle of the
tvorkers develops, greater difierentiirtions will develop and some leadrrs may be replaced. What is new
irnrl what experience has ihown is,
lhut on a number of occasions and
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under pressure of the workers the
present leaders of various persuasions can work together, and with
other sections of the people. This is
part of what gives us confidence
that the labor movement cao be the
decisive sector of an anti-monopoly
coalition.

Nor do we wish to

understate

the particular role of the most progressive and Left forces in the unions. Theirs is the task of helping
to unite the rank and file, of fighting

to bring to life the stated policies
of the inion. In the course of such
activity, the teft forces will grow
in numbers and strength
TO OVERCOME ISOLATION
l

The biggest problem that confronts our working-class comrades,
in fact the Party as a whole, is how
to overcome our isolation from the
labor movement. Some comrades
confuse their individual participation in a shop or local union with
the question of involvement of the
Party as such. But this is not the
same thing. Our Party is isolated
and it is'no longer recognized by
any significant sector of the workers as a valid force in the labor
movement. This is true in spite of
our many heroic struggles and important past contributions. The problem then is how to ger out of this
box.

It should be apparent that there
is no short cut. We should recognize
that we have a long road to travel

to re-establish even a minimum
status in the eyes of the workers.
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However, we will make no Progress
unless we are prepared to discard

on our participation in these
is to help to infuse that
ingredient of consciousness that will
selves

suuggles,

sectarian policies, concePts and
habits that-in the past contributed help to give purpose and direction to
to our isolation. We need a clear these struggles; to help weld a 6rm
re-assessment o{ the status of the anti-monopoly coalition.
We know that even this obiecAmerican trade-union movement.
We need greater clarity on the rela- tive, as important as it is, falls short
tion between the Party and the un' of answering the problems that the
ions, as well as the particular tasks workers will increasingly face in this
era of automation and atomic enerof the Party.
It should be of some significence gy. Therefore, it is the constant task
that the comrades who adhere to of our Party to outline what Sopast discreditcd conccPts are unable cialism would mean for the Ameriio discuss this problem at all. Thcy can workers. Not Socialism as it
are scemingly unconcerned with how has come about and developed in
we are going to bcgin to break with other countries as the model and
our isolatioi today. Their oudook blueprint for us. But Socialism as
seems to be that all we have to do it will be in our countryr supported
is to repeat by rote certain general by American workers who have the
historic shibboleths, and try to hold highest standard of living in the
a few stalwarts togethcr while wait- world and are detcrmined to defend
ing for the inevitable economic cris" and advance those standards beyond
is'to develop. At that timg they the limits imposed by capitalist sopresume, the workers will come ciety.
As the Trade-Union Material
Ilocking to our banners and we will
"W'e reject any idea that our
states:
our
counin
to
capitalism
put an end
role is to stanil at the end of thc
try.
This is the dream of a discredited road and beckon." Our task is to get
sect and not of a Party 6ased on in there and to fight shoulder to
thc teachings of scientific socialism. shoulder with cueryoae who wants
The task of our Party notu in the to procure something morc for the
labor movemefit today is to con- workers. For it is only in this way
uibute, to th elimit of our capacity, that workers will come to understand
to the broadest unity of the workers the limitations of capitalism.
Giving ear to the demands of
in the daily struggle to advance their
wages and working conditions. To many workers, the AFL-CIO and
leave it at that, however, would not variou,s international unions have
differentiate our Party members from adopted comprehensive programs.
other progressive and militant work- As the Trade-Union Material points
out, every part of these programs
ers.
Our task therefore, basing our- is not endorsed by all sections of the
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leadership; sorne points are in fact
It will not be easy. Conditions
opposed. Nonetheless, resolutions in the labor movement today arc
adopted by various bodies cover such vastly difierent from the middlc
questions as improvement in wages thirties. Not only do trade union
and working conditions, the shorter leaders tell workers, "leave everywork week, organizing the unor- thing to me"; but maqy workeis
ganized, repeal of Taft-Hartley, op- are prepared to do just that when
position to State "Right-to-Work" they feel that it involved quesrions
laws, run-away shops, taxation, work- that they do not see direcdy related
men's compensation, increased un- to their wages and onethe-job conemployment insurance and supple- ditions.
mentary benefits, health and safety,
The task of our Parw is to helo
housing, education, civil rights, anti- to show the relation ber*..r, th^.
discrimination, women workers, program and the direct economic
Puerto Rican workers, against rack- conditions of the workers.
eteering, children and youth, atomic
Our Party leadcrship has not been
energy, political action, Farmer-La- actively concerning itself with thesc
bor unity, prices and profits, and questions. But it is only in relation
last but not least foreign policy on to how we contribute to stimulating
which there are important debates this kind of crusade, how we help
and diff,erences taking place. That to spark this kind of a movement
is not all, there are many more.
that we can overcome our isolation.
However, while many trade-union There is a need for popular pamleaders feel it necessary for a variety phlets and other literaiure in vifrict
of reasons to adopt such resolutions, we could discuss such questions with
they do not feel under the same compulsion to undertake a struggle to
achieve the objectives they contain.

They fear to take the main

step

rvhich would guarantee victory-the
mobilization of the rank and file
workers.

Herein lies a key to the particular role of our Party and other advanced class<onscious workers.

It

is

to supply in a bold and constructive fashion, the same crusading
spirit in the fight for labor's program today as we &d in the days
when we helped spark the organization of the CIO.

workers. Forums, in which our point

of view, together with others, iou,ld
be placed would be aftractive to
many socialist-minded workers.

There is no detailed blue-print
that can be sketched to fit each and
every local union. What does applv
to all is the need to divest orr.rilu..
of old self-isolating concepts and sectarian habits. Let us give free rein
to seek out a fresh Mirxist-Leninist
working-cla.s,s comrades in the shops
to the profound initiative of our
lpptoach towards solving the prob.
Iems of our isolation.

fl

In Defense of

Theory

By Hyrnan Lumer

Tnnnr rs no doubt that we have
long been guilty of a dogmatic doctrinaire approach to Marxist-Leninist theory. We have tended to take

the letter

of

for the

the

of the current

discussion centers

around the re-examination of basic
theoretical concepts is greatly to be
welcomed. Flowever, if such a re-

Marxist-Leninist

of their ideas.
We have tended to view these writings not as the foundation of an
expanding, growing body of scientific thoughg but as constituting in
all essential respects the totality of
the theory. And we have tended, in
consequence, to elevate minor theoretical propositions to the level of
classics

Obviously, these distortions in our
use of theory are sorely in need of
correction, and the fact that much

essence

examination is to produce anything
positive, it must be based on a firm

grasp of scientific method and the
nature of scientific theory. Without
this, the same faulty conception of

theory which contributed to our
dogmatism can well lead us into the
opposite pitfall, namely the negation
of theory. And it must be said that
trends leading in this direction, in
the name of correcting theory and
bringing it up to date, have become
all too widespread.
The most extreme form is that
which simply equates theory with
dogma, and argues that to rid ourselves of dogmatism we must rid

fundarnental principles.

Even while inveighing against
such an approach and repeatedly
asserting that theory must be treated
as a guide to action, we have all too
often used this guide in a thoroughly

Talmudic fashion. For this we have,
course, had to pay a price. In-

of

cluded in it is a static body of theory
which has shown little growth and
which, with the march of history,
becomes increasingly inadequate as
a guide to action. Included, too, is a
heritage of false partisanship which,

ourselves

of

dependence

on

theory

itself. The latter is regarded as a

of

set

which bind us rigidly
and prevent us from taking an uninhibited, creative approach to problems. It is being tied to theory, say
the proponents of this view, that
leads us into error. "How can Marx-

of looking all facts in the
face and using them as a test of
theory, tends often to seek out those
facts which fit the accepted doctrine.
instead
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To test the correctnegs of every
ism-Leninism be of any real valuer"
they ask, "if. it leads us to make so proposition is, of course, neces.ary.
many serious mistakesl Would we Bt.t taften by ixelf, this leads only
not be better ofi to base ourselves to a thinning-out of the body of
simply on practical experience and theory, to seeing how much of it we
good common sense, and to use the can discard. In the end it leads to
a negation of theory, for it is based
theory only as an adjunct?"
These people attribute the mis- on the fallacious idea thta a body of
takes arising from the misuse of theory is merely a conglomeration
theory to th; supposed faultiness of of independent'propositlons which
theory as such.'They resemble the can be iorted inio iwo piles-"cor-

more."
Such outright downgrading of the
value of theory requires little comment. It is an expression of the tradi-

rect" and "incorrect."
If we prrsue this to its logical
conclusion, we can say with equal
justification that we will take from
Keynes those of his ideas which are
valid, and similarly from theoreticians of other schools those of their
ideas which are valid. For there are
undoubtedly valid propositions to be
found in all of these writings. But
the result of such a process will not
be a body of theory. On the contrary,

are not."

correspondence to observed facts and

driver who wrecks a car through his
own incompetence, then explains the
wreck by saying: "They don't build

them the way they used

to anY

tional American disdain for theory
which lies at the root of pragmatism.
It is characteristic, in particular, of
the American labor movement, with
its insistence on "hard-headed prac- it can only be an eclectical mishmash
ticality." To base the activities of the seeking to reconcile conflicting
Party on such an approach would schools of thought. It is this apbe to reduce its ideological level to proach, for example, which underthat of the spontaneous movement lies the efiorts being made in some
of the working class. Needless to quarters to reconcile the theories of
say, such a party could hardly be Marx and Keynes.
Ffowever, a body of theory is not
called a party of scientific socialism.
Another, though not so obvious, a pile of propositions but a logically
version of the same tendency is the interconnected whole. Its foundation
notion that're-evaluation of theory is a set of fundamental laws or genconsists simply in sorting out theo- eralizations pertaining to the entire
retical propbsitions and discarding field of interest. On this foundation
those which are invalid. "We will is built a complex superstructure or
take from Marx, Engels, Lenin and hierarchy of lesser laws and prinStalin those propositions which are ciples applying to limited segments
valid" say the advocates of this of the field. The validity of all these
approach, "and reject those which is, of course, determined by their

by the ability they confcr on us to
mahe correct predictions from these
facts in given situations.
Every such body of theory is constantly expanding with the accumulation of new observations and new
experiences, and in the coursc of this
its more basic principles are also
enlarged, or modified, or subsumed
under still broader generalizations.
We can correct, elaborate or scrap
these propositions in the light of
greater experience. But we cannot
deal with them as isolated enrities.
We cannot modify or scrap a
given proposition without taking

into

account

its

ramifications and

logical relations to other propositions. A principle which is derived
as a logical conclusion from certain
others cannot be rejected without
also rejecting its premises. Some of
the efforts to pick out certain aspects as valid and to. question or
reject otl'rers tend to overlook this.
Thus, Comrade Gates writes in
his article "Time for a Change"
(Politicol Affairs, November, r9g(
p. 5r)
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:

The issue is to determine what remains valid, such as the niaterialist
conception of history, surplus value,
the class struggle, the leading role of
the working class in the struggle for
So,cialism, imprerialism

in its monopoly, dying

as

capitalism

stage, the national and colonial question, for example, and what is no longer valid, such
as the law of inevitable violent proletarian revolution, the inevitability of
war, or needs to be modified, like the
theory of the state, etc.

It is wrong to place on a par such
a cornerstone of Marxist theory as
historical rnaterialisrn and individual, derivative propositions relating to the inevitabiliry or non-inevitability of violent revolution or war
under specific conditions. To modify
or reject the latter in keeping with
changed conditions is' a necessary
part of the application and develop
ment of Marxisrn, but to reject the
forrner would be to reject Marxism
itself.

Further, before proceeding

to

modify such a basic concept as the
theory of the state, one must recognize that it is not unrelated to the
other basic aspects of Marxism, and
that changing it may necessitate
modification or even abandonment
of these. Comrade Gates does not
gxplain what he means by "modification," but what is often meent
by others who advocate it is discardigg or emasculating the concept of
the dictatorship of the proletiriat.
Let us see what this entails.
Fundamental to the whole of
Marxist theory is dialectical materialism. The laws of dialectics are simply the laws of changc and develop
ment--of the motion of matter--exprcssed in their most general terms.
They_ provide a merhd, an ap.
plo"+, applicable ro the study of
a1l phenomena. The application of
this approach to human,iociety leads
to the basic principles of hiitorical
materialisrn, which form the foundation for the whole of Marxist social science.
In his introduction to the Commu-
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nist Manifeslo, Engels expresses this

in the following

paragraph:

The Manifeslo being our joint production, I consider myself bound to
state that the fundamental proposition
which forms its nucleus belongs to
Marx. That proposition is: That in
every historicil Cpoch, the prevailing
mode of economic production and exchange, and the social organization
necessarily following from it, form- the
which iibuilt up, and from
basis upon
which alone can be explained, the
political and intellectual history of that

ipoch; that consequently the whole
historv of mankind (since the dissolution oi primitive tribal society, holding
land in common ownershiP) has been

a

of class struggles,
history
-exploiting

contests

and exploited, ruling and oppressod classesl that,the his-

between

tory'

of thCse class struggles forms a
of evolutions in which, nowa-

series
days,

a stage has been reached where

the exploited and oppressed class-the
proletaiiat-cannot attain its emancipation from the sway of the exploiting

ind ruling class-the bourgeoisiewithout at ihe same time, and once and
for all,

emancipating society

at lalge

from all exploiiation, oppression,

class

distinctions and class struggles.

From this fundamental ProPosition is elaborated the entire Marxist
conception of the class struggler-and
aith it the Marxist conception of the
state as the instrument of the ruling
class for maintaining its rule-as the
dictatorship of the ruling class. And
from this, in turn, arises the concept
of the dictatorship of the proletariat
as the instrument of the working
class, having achieved political
power, for establishing socialism and

6t

abolishing classes altogether.
This is not true, however, of those

propositions which are conclusions
reached by applying the basic Marxist concepts
specific situations

to

(such,

for example, as the form

the proletarian dictatorship).

of.

Such

conclusions hold only where the par-

ticular conditions exist; where these
change, the application of the same
basic laws may yield quite difierent
conclusions.

Thus, on the basis of his analysis
imperialism, Lenin showed that
certain conclusions reached earlier
by Marx and Engels were no longer
valid (for example, that socialism
must develop first in the most highly
industrialized countries, or that it
could not be established in one country alone). He did so, however, not
by discarding the basic Marxist laws
of capitalist development, but by

of

proceeding from them.
In the same way, the basic features of imperialism, operating with-

in a given relationship of

forces,

lead to the conclusion that imperialist wars are inevitable, whereas in a
changed relationship of forces they
give rise to the conclusion that such
wars are not inevitable. But in both
cases the conclusions are reached on
the basis of the same fundamental
Iaws of monopoly capital. The same
may be said of'the conclusions re-

garding the presence or absence of
violence in the course of the transition to socialism (that is, aside from
the aduocacy of violent means, whicl
was never a part of Marxism-Lenin
ism).

,i
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There is another form of negation an erroneous meaning.*
of theory, which has its roots in a
It is an obvious fallacy to think
mistaken notion of what is meant by that the Communist Party or any
"interpretation". of theoretical con- other organization or individual can

"We will accept the principles
MarxismJeninism," it is- asserted, "not as rigid propositions laid
down by someone else, but as tae
interpret them. We will decide for
cepts.

of

ourselves what are and what are not
fundamental principles. And unless

we are free to interpret theory in
the light of present-day realities, it

becomes a mere dogtna."

To be sure, there is a valid mean-

act as an arbiter of the truth or
{alsity of scientific propositions. This
kind of approach leads to a denial of
the objective validity of science.
The objective laws bf nature and
society are what they are. Our task is
to uncover them, to learn to understand and use them. If our policy is
based on a correct knowledge'of
these laws, it will be efiectivi and
urill lead toward the results we seek;

ing of interpretation of scientific if it is not, ir will lead us inro a
principles, in the sense of judging morass. This is the rneaning of En-

their significance and applicability in
given circumstances. The need for
such interpretation arises of necessity
out of the practical application of

the theory-out of its employment
as a basis for deciding questions of
policy and program. In particular,
when a political party seeks con-

sciously to base its activities on scientific principles, is necessary to
arrive at collective judgments as to

it

how these principles are to be understood and applied to specific

practical problems.

But it does not ar all follow from
this that we can arbitrarily decide
what are and what are not basic
principles of a particular body of
theory, or that theoretical principles
can mean whatever we interpret
them to mean. Such an approach is
profoundly unscientific. And unfortunately, the formulations in both
the Draft Resolution and thc Draft
Constitution lend themselves to such

gels' well-known aphorism: "Freedom is the recognition of necessity."
The test of theory is its coriespondence to the observed facts-to
practical experience. This requires
rrainstaking examination and analysis of factual evidence, which is eisential to the verification of theory,
correction of errors and the development of new theory. Without it, debate becomes aimless and goes
round in a circle, as has become irue
of much of the current discussion.
To be sure, we have in the past
committed the error of looking to

ply shifting the mantle of "interpreter" to the shoulders of the Communist Party of the United States;
this only continues the same error in
another way. What is needed is to
discard this erroneous approach altogether, and the formulations in
the Draft Resolution and Draft Constitution should be changed toward
this end.
This is not to say that the Communist Party should not take a position on theoretical questions. It
means rather than its position must
be based on the necessary research
and development of theory, not
alone on discussion and voting, if it
is to lead to correct policy.
The negation of theory, whatever
its form, arises in part from a failure to understand clearly the nature
of dogmatism. It is, in fact, the other

side

of the coin. If

dogmatism

correct approach

to

theory lies

along neither of these paths.

The starting point of all theoretical work and development today
must be the body of proven theory
which already exists. For tlere

does

exist an extensive body of MarxistLeninist science which has stood the
tests of both logical consistency and
conformity with observed facts, and
which has served as an instrument

for the successful building of socialism. It is this body of thcory which
we must interpret, apply and build
upon.

Any attempts to chop out

basic

propositions from it or to "interpret"
them to suit subjective inclinations
in place of objective study and analy-

sis can lead only to rejection of
Marxism-Leninism. This, of .course,
anyone who so chooses is free to do.
But he has no right to do it in the
name of "creative Marxism."
There are some w.ho contend that
a basic revision of theory is required
because we live in a totally new historical period-a period which not
only Marx and Engels but also Lenin
never envisioned. We are no longer,

:'u,:

proposed theoretical change as tanta-

Russia.

class struggle, tmdi-

mount to abandoning Marxism al.
together. Both are, of course, wrong.

There is no doubt that the postwar years have witnessed momen-

or"r. Resolution stat$ (D. 56): .,Bas
on thcse Manist-Lcninist orinciole
as rnterpreted by the Communist pami of iui

lmn much better how to ottect from.thc rich body of tlc *iory-tr,at itriir,
rs unrversally _valid, combining it with the socific
expcrlences of the American workins class in thi
struggr€ tor striatism in the United Sates."
country, we- must

r'he^preamble of thc Draft Constitution stats:
..r ne
Lomunis_t p-my bases its thory renemllv
on. tne cutmral hcrimse of mokind aird-oanioi

#1'"u3*,'i<'".ift1'.i:F:#I,ik,f l$,J,,"*,".fi

r".i:
il;ii:h*,,T"f"i:i$"l',ln'"L1fr",i*,;iffi
conolflon-s
oi rhe Americao

ciples, and this needs to be corrected.
We cannot do so, however, by sirn-

A

not only to a specific historical era,
but also in very large part to the
specific problems and conditions of

iitl

customs."

certain other Cornmunist Parties as
absolute authorities on what are and
what are not basic theoretical prin-
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all theoretical propositions
an equal status of universality and
ponents of it insist equally on the
ponents of it insist equalyl on the
right to degrade all concepts to the
same level of questionable validity,
or to ascribe our own meanings to
them. At the same time, others, leaping to the defense of Marxism-Leninism, take up the cudgels for dogmatism and attack virtually every

rng - ourselves

tions and
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ascribes to

they say, in the era of wars and
revolutions of which Lenin spoke,
but are on the threshold of a new
era of peaceful coexistence and peace-

ful

transition

to

socialism. Further-

more, Lenin's writings were directed
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in the world relationship of forces,r y,,i1[ the emergence of
tous changes

many qualitatively new
There

is

also

features.

no doubt that our

theory has sadly lagged behind, these

historical developments

that

we
tackle postwar prob-

have sought to
lems with prewar theorn a stale of
affairs to which our dogmatism and

lack

of

crcative theoretical work
have greatly contributed. With the
full crystallization of the new world
situation, and with the accumulation
of our own errors, this lag has become so acute as to compel a thoroughgoing re-examinatioh of our
theoretical position.
But we are still living in the era
of imperialism, of dying capitalism
in a state of deepening general crisis.
We are still in what Lenin described
as the finai stage of capitalism, the
epoch of the world transirion to socialism. The basic features of imperialism which he defined still exist, even though in the new relationship of forces some of their conscqaences may be different,
Nor can ir be said that Lenin's
theories were directed simply ro the
special colditions then prevailing in
Russia. This is plainly not true of
his theory of imperialism. No morc
is it true of his concept of Party
organization. The struggles which
he led in Russia for a new type
of party were parr of a fight

against Social-Democratic opportunism which was developing in a num.
ber of countries. And in order to
deal with the particular problems of
party organization in Russia, he had

first of all to lay down certain more
general features of a workingclass
party of scoialism.
Among these, he showed, is the
need for a_ vanguard type of party,
armed with the Marxist theoiy of
scientific socialism and possessing a
high degree of unity and discipline,
as against the loose, reformist election machines which the existing
Social-Democratic parties had be-come. In its essential features, this i6
no less true today than it was when
Lenin first formulated it.
We have, of course, habituallv
mistaken Lenin's specifically Russian
application of these ideas'for universal truths. But to scrap such fundamental concepts is not to aduance
but to abandon Marxism-Leninism.
Ary genuine theoretical advance
must take them as its point of departure. To eliminate them is to deprive Marxist theory of its revolutionary core, to emasculate it.

***

One prerequisite.of theoretical advance, therefore, is the mastery of
existing theory. And it must be ad-

mitted that in this respect we have
been seriously lacking. Study of
theory in our ranks, never one of
our strongest points, has undergone
a drastic decline during the past six
ycars. Indeed, much oI our pr.r.rrt
theoretical inadequacy is due ro
these past rhori.omirrgr. Consequently, m,uch of the present demand for re+valuation of theory is
raised with only a hazy notion of
what is to be reevaluated, and hence,
much of the discussion assumes a
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superficial, aimless character.
was strikingly demonstrated in the
A second and related, prerequisite genetics controversy) in which those
is encouragement and organization who supported the Lysenko school
of original theoretical work. This received every encouragement, while

should not be the domain of a hand"specialists" who are utterly
divorced from practical problemi,
but should be developed in conjunc-

ful of

tion with our pracrical work. Nor
can we count on such work being

done spontaneously, in odd mo"ments, by people busy with a thousand other tasks. It must be
organized, and in such a way as to
make the best use of the considerable
resources at our disposal for Marxist research and scholarship.
Furthermore, it is necessary to

provide an atmosphere whic( enthe freest discussion and
clash of ideas. Nowhere is this so
essential as here, on the very frontiers of new knowledge and'th.ory.
Some assert that our theoretical
shortcomings are due largely to a
failure to study the American scene.
This is not entirely true. One could
compile a fairly impressive list of
such writings. But these could and
should be far more numerous. They
have been limited both in scope and
number by our dogmatism and our
discouragement of departures from
the accepted pattern of thinking.
Those who accepted the eitablished mode of thought found their
path relatively easy, but those who
did not found it very difficult. This
courages

those who questioned it in any degree found themselves subjected to

a barrage of pressure and criticism

which eventually discouraged all but
the most hardy from speaking out.
Had there been an atmosphere of
free discussion, of genuine give-andtake, we could have avoided the
extreme positions which were arrived at on some questions and have
come much closer to the truth on
these questions than we actually did.
The correction of our errors is not
an overnight task, but is rather an
extended process. In the Chinese
Communist Party, the liquidation of

doctrinairism, beginning

in

1935,

took a period of fully ten years. Nor
rvill our mistakes be corrected simply because we recognize them and
have a will to correcr them. It is also
necessary to know hou to do so, to
know what rhe correct path is. And
this requires the development of a

truly scientific approach to theoryone which avoids both the dogmatic

defense of every comma in the
Marxist classics and the negation of
theory in the name of freedom from
dogmatism. Such an approach to the
study and creative expansion of

Marxist-Leninist" theorv is essential
to the future of the socialist movement in our country.
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IVAN P. PAVTOV: TOWARD A SCtENTtFtC
PSYCHOLOGY AND PSYCHIATRY
By HlRRY K. WELLS
This book, the first of two under the general title pazloa and
Freutl, presents and appraises the contribr.rtions of Ivan p. pavlov
to the science of psvchology and ps1,chiatr1,, especielly his experimental work on the role of the brain and the nervous system in
the maintenance and restoration of n.rental health, the nature
and interrelationship of. thought and emotion, the formation of
character and personality, etc.
Price 93.50

TOWARD NEGRO FREEDOM
By HERBERT .4PTHEKER
Twenty essays dealing with central aspects of Negro history
from colonial times to the present, including estimates of Booker
T. Washington, Carter G. Woodson, W. E. B. Du Bois;
historical figures such as John Brown, Frederick Douglass and
Abraham Lincoln; and the writings of such contemporary authori_
ties as U. B. Phillips, r/. O. Key,
Jr., and C. Vann \Iroodward.
Price, Cloth 92.75; Paper 92.00

THE STALIN ERA
By ANNA LOUISE S"RO.^/G
"Ought to be required reading for all confused and frustrated
commentators on socialism in this duy. . . . There is no person
better equipped by training and experience to judge the Stalin era
than this author."-W.E.B. Du Bors in Mainstreatn (Ja* 1957)

At

your local bookstore or
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